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MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Bankers• Credit Service of Vermont, Inc., 
hereafter called "plaintiff", and for cause of action against 
James A. Dorsch, hereinafter called "defendant", respectfully 
states as fol~ows: 
1. Plaintiff is a Vermont corporation in with its 
principal place of business in Nor~hville, New York. 
2. Defendant·is·a· resident of Virginia, currently· 
residing at 111 Quay Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314. 
3. The defendant on July 13, 1979 ~igned a Promissory 
Note in which he agreed to pay the sum of Twelve Thousand Six 
Hundred Thirty-Seven and 20/00 Dollars ($12,637.20) in one hundred 
equal monthly payments of One Hundred Five and 31/100 Dollars 
($105.31) beginning July 15, 1979, to the plaintiff. -A copy'of 
the Promissory Note is.attached as Exhibit "A0 and made a part 
of this Motion for Judgment. 
4. The defendant has not made any payments since 
October 15, 1979, and is currently fourteen. (14) months in arrears. 
s •. Despite demand by plaintiff upon defendant for the 
payment of the total amount due and owing, defendant has refused 
and continues to refuse to pay the total amount due and owing 
plaintiff. 
WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated, plaintiff moves this 
court for judgment in the amount of One Thousand Four Hundred 




STATE OF New York 
COUNTY,LGI!J.'¥--GP __ Pu..........,.l--.t~on~---' to-wit: 
I, the undersigned Notary Public, do hereby certify that 
------~Ro.~b~e~r~t __ w_._A~c.~~~l-e6v ______________________ , Name --~T~~e~as--u~r~er~~--------------' Title 
for Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc., personally appeared 
before me in my state and county aforesaid and made oath of the 
facts contained in the foregoing Motion for Judgment together with 
.Exhibits attached thereto are true and correct and that the amount 
of One Thousand Four Hundred Seventy-Four and 34/100 Dollars 
($1,474.34) plus court costs, pius interest, is correct, having 
been taken from the record entries filed in the regular course .of 
the plaintiff's business, which records are and have.been in the 
plaintiff's custody and control to the best of his/her knowledge 
and belief. 
GIVEN under my hand and seal this JJL_ day of January , 
BOOTHE, PRICHARD & DUDLEY 
4103 Chain Bridge Road 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Certificate of Service 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing Motion 
for Judgment was mailed, postage prepaid, to the defendant, 
James A. Dorsch, 111 Quay Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314, 
this 12th. day of Februari, 1981. 
ANSWER 
COMES NOW your Defendant James A. Dorsch and makes 
answer to the motion for judgment previously filed herein as 
follows: 
1. The Defendant denies owing any sums whatsoever 
to the Plaintiff, for any reason whatever. 
2. That any obligations which the Plaintiff feels it 
has ~gainst the Defendant was obtained by duress • 
. · ..... ·•. ·- -·- ..... ·.....:..,.,........;,__ ___ _ 
3.· That·the.promisory note referred to in the 
motion for judgment was plainly executed without recourse 
by the Defendant. 
4. That the note referred to in the motion for 
judgment was obtained without the Plaintiff providing any 
consideration whatever for it. 
5. That Plaintiff's sole recourse is against the 
real property which is the basis of this alleged claim. 
WHEREFORE your Defendant prays that the motion for 
judgment filed herein be dismissed and that he be awarded costs 
and such other further and general relief as to the court 
would seem meet and proper. 
E. Robert Giammitt rio 
3 
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V t ~.GIN I A: 
IN THE CI~CUtT COU~T FO~ THE CtTY or ALEXAND~IA 
13ANKE~S C!l ED IT S E lV ICE OF V E~ti(JNT', INC. 
VS. AT tAW z'/681 S 
JArtES A •• DO~SCH 
NOTICE 
TO: '3ANKE1S C~EDtT SE'tVICE OF VE'lj•IQNT, INC. -· 
STEPHEN W. qo9INSON, ATTO~NEY r01 PLAINTIFF 
BOOTH, P~ICHA~D AND DUDLEY 
711 PRINCESS STREET . • 
ALEXAND~ tA I v t1GIN·IA 
YOU A~E HEqEBY NOTIFIED THAT THE ABOVE ENTITLED CAUSE OF ACTION 
HAS BEEN APPEALED F'~Ora TMt! ALEXAND1IA GENE1AL DIST~'rCT· COU~T. TO 
THE Ct1CUIT COU'lT F'O'l THE CITY OF ALEXAND'ltA, VT1GINIA AND IS 
NO\-/ DOCKETED AS LAW /1681 S IN SAID Ct'lCUIT COU1T. 
ED\.JA1D ~E•·IONtAN, CLE~K 
BY:~I!L­
. DEPUTY CLE'lK 






MICHAEL E. NORRIS 
SHERIFF 
c 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
OFFICE OF SHERIFF 
CITY OF ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 
~~~EkJW 
PROOF OF SERVICE 
. . J IN PERSON Executed by delivering a true copy of the (within/attached) process to tbe within named person IN PERSON, in 




The within named person could not be found at the individual's usual place of abode on the day 
of 19. , at m. so I excuted the (within/attached) pro-
cess in my City of Alexandri~ ViJ"ginia, by leaving a true copy of same with who is a MEMBER 
of the (Defendant's/individual's) FAMILY and over the age of sixteen years, and by explaining its purport. 
Neither the within named person nor any person wbo is a member of the person's CamBy, and over the age of six-
teen years, could be found at the person's usual place of abode on the · day 
of 19 at · m., so the (within/attached) process 
was executed on said day, in my City of Alexandria, VU'ginia, by leaving a true copy of all the same, in writing, 
POSTED on the front door of the usual place or abode. 
Executed on the day of , 19 , at m., in 
the City of Alexand~ia, Virginia by delivering a true copy of the (within/attached) papers 
to • person, who is the of the within named Cor-
poration/ or. Department in the City of Alexandria, Virginja, in which city 
the said resides. 
the &aid place of business is. 
the pricipal office of the said Corporation/Department is located. 
FOR=------------------------------------------
-\1 The within named person could NOT be FOUND in my City of Alexandria, Virginia, after diligent search, and· 
~OT FOUND does not mainjfin a usual place of e therein, and the (within/~hed) pr~ould not be served in-my jurisdic-
tion. Tbis '_L day of , 19 ~.at ~7 m. 
RFSULTS OF SERVICE NOT FOUN 
OMoved-address unkown~ ~ 
06nrormation indicates: ~ i..D cfl 0 S Cho • n 1.! A.! tL R c/ =;;.; ( l;, 1:5"-' ~~ . ~~ 
Dlnformation indicates within-named does not live at within-mentioned address 
OA reasonable effort has been.inade to locate the within-named person(s). Additional attempts win require supplemea-
tary Information supplied by the Plaintiff. Attempts noted on original process. 
Dlasuffieient time was allowed upon presentment of this process for service. Special service must be authorized by the 
Sheriff of Alexandria. 
I hereby acknowledge receipt in person the above 









COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Bankers Credit 
Vermont, Inc., by counsel, and serves .the following 
Interrogatories upon the Defendant pursuant to the appropriate 
rules of this Court to be answered under-oath in accordance with 
such rules: 
A. These Interrogatories are continuing .so as to 
require you to supplement your response if you obtain further or 
different information before trial. 
B. Where the name of a person is requested, indicate 
the full name, home address, business address, telephone 
number(s) and relationship with you to such person. 
C. Unless otherwise indicated, these Int~r;ogatories 
refer to the time, place, and circumstance of the occurrence 
mentioned or complained of in the pleadings. 
D. Where knowledge or information in possession of a 
party is requested,~ such request in~icates knowledge of the 
party's agents, next friend, guardian, representative, and, 
unless privileged, his attorneys. 
E. The pronoun "you" refers to the party to whom these 
Interrogatories are addressed and the persons mentioned in Clause 
B. 
1. State your full name, all names by which you 
have been known, address, date of birth,· marital status and 
social security number. 
2. State the facts upon which you rely for the 
contention in paragraph 2 of your Amended Answer that the 
obligation that the plaintiff. has against the defendant was 
obtained by duress. 6 
3. State the facts upon which you rely for the 
contention in paragraph 4 of your Amended Answer that the Note 
referred to in the Motion for Judqment was obtained without the 
plaintiff providing any consideration. 
4. State the. facts upon which you rely for the 
contention that the sole recourse of the plaintiff for the debt 
ev~ldenced by the Note is against the real property securing the 
I ~pte. j 5. List all documents and other exhibits you 
,I ::::n::o N:::r~~::::::::::~nth:d 1:::g:::n~ayments were made 
7. State why you began to make payments on .the 
Note and why you later decided to stop payments on the Note. 
8. Iden~ify all taxes you have paid on the land 
securing this Note. 
9. State whether you received a deed to the land 
·securing this Note. If you will do so w~thout a Request for 
Production, please attach a copy of said deed. 
10. St~te why the 1979 Note was executed. 
11. ·state your intent in signing a letter 
(attached) dated June 7, 1979 to Ms. Susan Bausewein. 
12. State your intent in signing a letter 
(attached) dated July 13, 1979 to Ms. Susan Bausewein. 
13. State the facts upon which you rely for the 
contention in paragraph 6 of your Amended Answer that the 
plaintiff promised to you that it would not sue on the Note in 
question~ 
BOOTHE, PRICHARD & DUDLEY 
4103 Chain Bridge Road 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
(703) 273-4600 
BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC. 
By Counsel 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-I hereby certify that a t~e copy of the foregoing was 
mailed, postage prepaid, this ,6q day of June, 1982 to E. 
Robert Giammittorio, Esquire, 715 Princess Street, Alexandria, 
Virginia 22314. 
/5 epilen W. ROinson 
s. 
Au~ 5 ··J o , p q ' oi ~ ) '- ·1 f: I L 
n:r.,·:.w~ .: : . · . · ~. . .. ,.  . 
LJ I -.. ·-..... .. ... ~ 
~.- ·.. -~ r .{i : . : . .. REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, 
Inc., by counsel, pursuant to Rule 4:11 of the Rules of the Virginia 
-Supreme Court, and calls upon the defendant to admit or deny the 
following matters. If objection is made, the reasons therefor shall 
be stated. The answer shall specifically admdt or deny the matter 
or set forth in detail the reasons why the answering party cannot 
truthfully admit or den~ the· matter. A denial shall fairly meet 
the substance of the requested admissio~, and when good faith 
requires that a party qualify his answer or deny only a part of the 
. matter of which an admission is requested, he shall specify so much 
of it as is true and qualify or deny the remainder. An answering 
party may not give lack of information or ~owledge as a reason for 
failure to admit or deny unless he states that he has made reason-
able inquiry and that the information known or readily obtainable 
by him ~s insufficien~ to enable him to. admit or deny. A party who 
considers that a matter of which an admission has been requested 
presents a genuine issue for trial may not, on that ground alone, 
object to the request; he may, subject to the provision of Rule 4:12(c), 
deny the matter or set forth reasons why he cannot admit or deny it. 
1. That defendant signed a Note dated April 5, 1982, 
indicating that he would pay to Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, 
Inc., the sum of Ten Thousand Five Hundred Eleven Dollars and 
Seventy-six Cents ($10,511.76). A copy of this Note is attached 
as Exhibit A. 
2. That the copy of the Note attached as Exhibit A is a 
authentic, genuine copy and admissible into evidence. 
9 
3. That defendant received a loan of Seven Thousand Two 
·Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($7,225.00) from Bankers Credit Service 
of Ver.mont, Inc., at the time the Note attached as Exhibit A was 
executed. 
4. That the Note was secured by real estate purchased in 
the Haystack Development in Wilmington, Ver.mont, by the defendant. 
5 •. That defendant James A. Dorsch received a Deed to 
Davis Mowing·· Unit 45- in the Haystack Development in Wilmington, 
Vermont. 
6. That defendant James A. Dorsch·made several payments 
on the Note attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
7. That defendant ceased making payments without justification •. 
8. That on July 13, 1979, defendant signed another Note to 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. A copy of that Note is 
attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
9. That this Note represented a renegotiation of the ea~lier 
debt owed by defendant James A. Dorsch to Bankers Credit Service of 
Vermont, Inc. 
10. That the July 13, 1979, Note, a copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B, is an authentic copy and admissible in evidence. 
11. That the July 13, 1979, Note is a note, not a draft, as 
those terms\ are defined under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
12. That at the request of defendant, James A. Dorsch, 
his lot in the Haystack-Rushing Creek Development was exchanged 
for Haystack-Davis Mowing lot No. 45. 
13. That defendant James A. Dorsch paid taxes on Davis 
Mowing Lot No. 45, as indicated by the documents attached hereto 
as Exhibit c. 
14. That the documents attached as Exhibit C are authentic, 
genuine, and admissible. 
10 
15. That the Notes attached hereto as ·Exhibits A and B 
were not signed under ·duress. 
BOOTHE 1 PRICHARD & DUDLEY 
711 Princess Street 
Alex ndria, Virginia 
. BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE OF 
VERMONT I INC. 
By Counsel 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true copy of the fo~egoing Request 
for Admissions was hand-delivered to E. Robert Giammittorio, Esq., 
Counsel to Defendant, at 715 Princess Street, Alexandria, Virginia 
22313, .this 5th day of August, 1982. 
11 
' -· 0 
0 I• I • ·~ f t ,.~.-
a •. . I I 
Promissory N~te • •• •• BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC. 
0 
• • •• /Lt:d.a~~d{_~~-.<..:t!..?:.t ......... ft:~.: .. :r.: 1.9.?..~. 
City and State 7------ . Date 
For value rec~h·ed, the .undemgned (jointly and ~ally il JDOr~n one) ·p,omise to gay to the order of B CREDIT 
SE~CE OF VERMONT, INC. the sum of f.t:11.L'JJ.t;t}AIA.t:>..<:!.ftifj,"'fiJ.l.tJ:.f.Lt.t..~:J...!Jd.?..'".~Dollara, 
·in .j::ll.. .... equal monthly instalments of s/...&.$..·LY..., heginiling ;f/l.f.Y.~~/.'-.. l .. h.; and remaining instalments on the eame date 
each month. thereafter until the full amount is paid. · · 
Proceeds s ..... 7d.~ .. {!(J ........... .. 
IF THIS NOTE IS DULY PAID THE ONLY CHARG~ PAYABI.E 
BY THE BORROWER UNDER THE TERMS HEREOF. ARE: 
• • 





TOTAL OF PAYMENTS 
s .... ~ ....... ::::: ..................... . 
s ..... .Z~:3;.~.P.i:l ............ . 
...... ~&§~:'..?.., .... _ .... _ 
s .. la..s.tL,.::l.~ ............ . 
In C'AM of l~ilure to pay any instalment a the same eomes due, this note shall at once become due ud paJahle. Each maker or eadoner of 
dai• note waives presentment for payment, protest and notice of protest, and aJso waives the statute of lilnilaliona u to this debt and avea 
to paJ all reattnnabJe costs of coJleetion, inClnding attorney's lee, iD case of default in payment of aD)' of the I1UIII due hereuader •. Each lUker 
or endor~~~r further promises to paJ enlleetion charsu of· five eents (.05) per dollar of ever, instahDeut aapaid alter 10 daJI from the due 
elate ahv~uf. Dol exieedia& however, five doUara ~ the_ cue of my ODe iRBtalmeat. . · . 
REBATE FOR PRE-PAYMENT IN FULL U the loan colllnct ie pre-paid in fuJI by cash, a new loan, refinancing or otherwise before the 
6nal iuacalmeat date, the borrower 11haU receive . a rebate of pre-computed interest computed by the "Rule of ?Ira. • 
CREDIT LIFE AND DISABIUTY INSURANCE is not required fo obtain this loan. No charge is made for credit iDSlU8Dee aud no credit 
inaarance is provided unleaa the- horrower/purehuer sip ·the appropriate statement below. · 
( al The coat for Credit Life IDSarance· alone will he $ .. -~---·--"=··-·-·-·-·· .. ·--··-··· for lhe term of the uediL 
(b) The co~t-(or Credit Life md DisahiUI)' ID1111'8Dee will h $ •• - ........ ...::::=__ .. --- for lho term of the credit. 
· I desire Credit Life and Ditability lns11n11ee. 
....... ,.n;;; .... -... --··-······ .. ··-.. -,.si;t;;;;···-.. -·-~--··--··· 
~? v .. ' 
...... ( .· / . 
. ··' . (·' 
/. 
_.,....,. 
I desire Credit Life lmuranee only. 
Exhibit -A 
. 12 
PAY TO 1'HE ORDER OF 
....... &J.P.lBE ... NA~.I.Ql1 .. !\~ ... ~l\r!K ............................... ; 
WITH RECOURSE 
-BANKERS CREDIT . SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC. 
BY:~~~·-··~ 
Treasurer 0 0 TITLE: ............................................................... . 
Pay to the order of 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
The Bank of New York 
as successor by merger 
to Emp~re.Nat"ional Bank 
1.3 
Promissory Note . a&s CREDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC •• 
.. rt¥..9.-!ns.~S?n.~. ... P-.~.9.:... • ••• 0 .......... 1:3...7.' •o··· 19Z:?..o.o CiiJ and'State Date 
For value received, the un'dersigned (jointly and ~rally if more than one) promise to ay to order of BANKERS CREDIT 
SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC. the sum of o.fff.e~v.e. •• tb.QUH.imd. •• s:lJc •• l:um.dr.ed •• tbJ.r.tu::.se.tr~U:& •• and .. 2Jl/.~QO ••• o •• DoiJan, 
0 7 20 a1 th1 • •-' f 8 lOS 31 be • • Julu lS/..79 d • 0 • talm ... th dat 1n oo1:oooo••oo•o•• equ mon y snsuuments o •••••••••• : ••••••••• , gmn1ng ................................ , an rema1mng ms en.., on e same e 
each month thereafter Until the fuJI amount is paid •. 
IF THIS NOTE IS DULY PAID THE ONLY CHARGES PAYABLE 
BY THE BORROWER UNDER THE TERMS HEREOF ARE: 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE ···········-··········l2. 0/o 
Proceeds 
Lite-Disability 
s ... ...7--~t~z,.o.a .. ~ .......... . 
& ................... ::.~ ............. .. 
Amount Financed S ...... 7 ... ~~2,.0.a .............. . 
·FINANCE CHARGE . S ..... .S.,.2SS • .2Q ••••• _ .. _ .. 
TorAL OF PAYMENTS S •.• J.Z.A.~J1.,.z.a .......... - •• 
REBATE FOR PRE-PADIENT IN FULL H the loan eontract ia preiJaid ia faD by caah, a new loan, reBnanclns or otherwise before the 
&aal inalaJment date, the borrower ahaU receive a rebate of pre-computed batereat eomp~ted bJ the "Rule of 78't. • · 
.. . . . 
CREDIT UFE AND DISABIUTY INSURANCE ia uot reqUired to obtain thia loan. No eharge i1 made for eredit iDiurance ud ao credll 
iuarant'e ie provided ualeaa the borrower/purehuer sips the appropriate statement below. 
(a) The cost lor Credit Life Iauuraace ilone will he f .. ___ ...... .. ....... -·----·- lor the term: of the credit. 
(b) ~e cost for Credit Life and Di,abiliiJ IDIUftllce will be 1 .. -·-.. --------- for the term of the credit. 
................................... 
(Date) 
I desire Credit Life and DiaahWt7 ~uee. 
I deeire Credit Life 1111111'aDce oul,. 
(Si-~·-~ 
WITHOUT RECOURSE 
per UCC 3-413(Z) 




PAY TO THE ORDER OF 
................................................................................ ~ ............. . 
WITH RECOURSE· 
WITHOtrr RECOURSE 
BAI\'KERS CREDIT SERVICE OF ~JmfQ~, INC. 
BY: 
I 
•• • ! ~: . 
• I I 
........................................................................................ 
TITLE: 
' ••• 0 ••• 
ttl I t 







TOWN OF VviLMINGTON 
WILMINGTON, VERMONT 
05363 
·. May.lll-, 1981 
I, Thomas P. Politano, duly elected Town Agent for the 
Town of Wilmingto, Windham County; State of Vermont, 
certify that Janice Karwoski is presently'the duly 
elected Town Treasurer of the Town of Wilmington and her_ .. ~ 
acts in such capacity are valid ~nd·lawful pursuant to · 
the laws of_;~~ St~~e o~ ._veL . -- . 
::.. _g;;:~~ ... v--
- -
• • 
. ··,Thomas P. Pol1 ta:no 













. May llf., 1981 
I, Janice Karwoski, Treasurer, elected b¥ the legal voters 
of ·the Town of Wilmington, am the true and'legal custodian 
of the Tax Records and have made these copies in the course 
of my official duties. 
.. .... - -
.:. .. ':-. ' . 
Attested by the raised seal of the Towl)~~:f~~wiimi~gfpn .• 







NOTICE OF TOWN 6 TOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT TAXES, TOWN OF WILMINGTO~~!!!~ 
YOU All HIRIIY NOTIFIED THAT YOUI TAXIS ASSESSED ON THE 1tl0 GRAND LIST OF THE TOWN OF WILMINGT: ~uAI 
AT Hll OFFICI IN WILMINGTON. VERMONT. TAXES ARE DUE IN TWO INSTALLMENTS. AUGUST 1. 198 ~tj.ID....,."III' 
·o 
YOUR GRAND LIST IS$ so I 00 X TAX RATE C$2.461 =TOTAL TAX$ 73. so I,.. r;:~LG..JU.UJL\\ 
36.90 FIRST INSTALLMENT DUE ON OR BEFORE AUGUST 1. 1980 ••.•••••..•....•••• $...._..;;...;......;;..;..-..._ 
SPECIAL NOTICE: TAXIS NOT PAID TO THE TREASURER 1Y THE DUI DATI WILL II PUT IN THE COLLECT 
WHICH WILL II THE ORIGINAL TAX PLUS 8% UTI PENALTY AND INTEREST AT THIIATI OF 1% PER MONT 
PAY TO TOWN MANAGER. PENALTY AND INTEREST MUST ACCOMPANY PAYMENT. MAKE CHICKS 
( 
Dorsch, James A~ 
1750 K Street NW 
( Washington, DC 20006 
lr YOU WISH A IICIIPT IY MAIL. PLIASI FORWARD THIS IILL 
AND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE. 
1.8 
Exhibit C 
) SCHOOL BOND 
SUB• TOTAL 
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DEFENDANT'S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, by counsel, and answers the 
Request for Admissions as follows: 
1. It is denied that Defendant signed any note dated 
April 5, 1982. 
·:·. 
2 •. Since the Defendant denies executing the note dated 
April 5, 1982, Defendant denies that exhibit is an authentic copy 
of that note. 
3. Denied. See answer to one and two above. 
I 
, 4. The Defendant is without sufficient information to 
!know which note is referred to in this paragraph and neither 
admitsAor denies the allegation. 
5. Admitted. 
I, . 6. The Defendant admits that he made 18 payments on I a promissory note. 
1: Plaintiff refer-s in 
11 7. Denied. 
Defendant is in doubt as to the note to which 
this question. 
8. Defendant admits merely that he executed exhibit B. 
I 9. Defendant denies that he owed an earlier debt to 
,!Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
1
1 10. Exhibit B appears to be a machine copy of the note 
.I ,. 
·1 signed .bY Defendant on July 13, 1979. Defendant makes no I I admissions as to admissibility, reserving his rights to object 
I to admissibility on a number of gr~unds at the trial of this case.
1 
1.9 I 
'I I 11. Denied. 
I 
I 
12. Defendant denies that he ever had a deed to or owned 




JAMES A. DORSCH 
BY £: rz.Lt 2~ 
E. Robert Giammittorio I 
!DELANEY & G!AMMITTORIO 
715 Princess Street 
Alexandira, Virginia 22314 
·CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify. that I nave this /7-day of ~ I 
1982 mailed a true ·copy of the foregoing .Answer to AdmiSSiOiis · 
to Steve Robinson at Boothe, Prichard & Dudley, 4103 Chain 
Bridge Road, Farifax, Virginia 22030. 






DEFENDANT 1 S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF.' S INTERROGATORIES cl· .- -
' •- I 
I '-'·· L 
AfjG 'u I 51 ::.:1 I BZ 
~~:~~-~~/1J ' :.' 
io. ••••• \~ ..... : • .". 
COMES NOW the. D~fendant, by counsel, and Answers the 
interrogatories propounded to him by Pl~intiff as follows: 
. . 
1. James A. Dorsch 111 Quay.Street, Alexandria, 
Virginia. Marital status ~d. social. security number of the 
Plaintiff have no revelance to the matter herein disputed and 
Defendant objects to providing same. ·.-~·. · .. ·: 
2. During the course of original negotiations of this 
case, Plaintiff was engaged in the course ·of harassment ·of the 
Defendant involving the original note. The only course open 
to the Defendant at that point was to execute the note in 
question to avoid further harassment by the Plaintiff. 
3. In· turn for the "new no.te•• Defendant received no 
cash, no cancellation of previous debts, and no land. The deed 
which Defendant received was in exchange for property deeded 
back to the original seller. 
4. The note in question was executed with the words 
•without recourse" on the face of the note. Therefore.the 
Plaintiff has no recourse against the.Defendant for a money 
I judgment. 
11 a secured I to do so. 
But, the Plaintiff had, or certainly could have had, 
interest in the property in question if it did decide 
The case law previously cited by _the Defendant in 
j the earlier trial of this case held this proposition to be 
1 valid. 
I 
I s. All documents and ~xhibits introduced by the 
I Defendant at the previous tr.ial of this case may be introduced 
I . th 
1 ~n e trial at the Circuit Court. 
21 
6. Four payments were made in 1979. The payments were 
each for $105.31. 
7. Defendant stopped making payments when the Plaintiff 
refused to return the original note to the Defendant or 
cancel it. Additionally, t~e deed provided to Defendant did 
not allow him to build a house on the prope~ty in ~estion 
thus rendered the property u~eless. 
8. The Defendant ·has paid in property .taxes 
on lot 45, Davis Mowing section. 
9. Defendant received a qui4k .claim deed to lot 45 
Davis.Mowing Section. A copy of said deed is not available to 
Defendant at this time. 
10. See answer to paragraph two above. 
11. Defendant's intent in signing the letter referred to 
was to . indicate his· .willingness to. sign .-:a·. Promissory. :Note ·fqr 
which he would have no·personal liability, and on which the 
Plaintiff's sole recourse would be against the real property •. 
12. See answer to number 11 above. 
13. In an attempt to persuade Defendant to execute the 
1979 Note, agents of the Plaintiff told the Defendant that they 
merely needed a new note to satisfy the New York Bank examiners 
I land that they had not intention of sueing him. 
I JAMES A. DORSCH_, ~ _ 
I BY &Fttu-~ 
I E. ROBERT GIAMMITTORIO 
,DELANEY & GIAMMITTORIO 




I hereby certify that I have this .JJ!;,day of &. A- , 1982 
.mailed a true copy of the foreqinq Answer to In~erroi~ to 
11
1steve Robinson, at Boothe Prichard & Dudley.~/ J ~~ ~ ·-II ~/~ ~~rrv--
E. Robert Giammittorio 
22 
C. 
September 16, 1982 
Stephen w. Robinson, Esquire 
4103 Chain Bridge Road 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
E. Robert Giammittorio, Esquire 
715 Prince·ss Street 
Alexandria,· Virginia 22314 
( 
Re: Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
v. Dorsch 
Law No. 6815 
Gentlemen: 
The Court~ having considered the pleadings, testimony 
of the witnesses, exhibits and argument of counsel, finds that 
the "promissory note" of July 13, 1979 was a conditional promise 
to pay which limited the personal liability of the defendant. 
The Court further finds that it was the clear intention of the 
parties to limit the liability of the defendant and that the 
plaintiff would look to the .land only for p~yment. 
Judgment will be entered in favor of the defendant. 
Mr. Giammittorio should prepare an order reflecting the ruling 
of the Court. 
Yours truly, 





t:LERK OF t~iJttr<T 
C !TY Of ,\!.EX ~NO RIA 
Nov ~ I stJ PH '8Z 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR THE 
COURT TO MAKE SPECIFIC FINDING OF LAW AND FACT 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, B~nkers' Credit Service of 
Vermont, Inc., by counsel, and moves this Honorable Court to 
reconsider its decision of September 16, 1982. If the Court 
denie~ this Motion, or reconsiders its decision without chanqinq 
it, the plaintiff moves this Honorable Court for an Order 
containinq·specific findinqs of law and fact on the folloWinq 
issues: 
1. Was the document siqned by the defendant and dated 
July 13, 1979 a •draftn or a "note•? 
2. What was the leqal effect of the notation •wiTHOUT 
RECOURSE per UCC 3-413(2)•? 
3. What evidence was relied upon by the Court to make 
the deter.mination that the "promissory note• was a conditional 
promise to pay and that the "promissory note• was accepted by the 
plaintiff on this basis? 
4. Was there any security for the •promissory note•? 
5. What evidence was relied·upon by the Court to make 
the determination that it was the clear intention of the parties 
to limit the liability of the defendant and that the plaintiff 
would look to the land only for payment? 
6. Did the defendant receive consideration when he 
siqned the •promissory note" dated July 13, 1979? 
24 
7. Was the "promi.ssory note" dated July 13, 1979 a 
valid contract, binding on the parties? 
B. Was the defendant forced to sign the "promissory 
note" under duress? 
BOOTHE, PRICHARD & DUDLEY 
4103 Chain Bridqe Road 
Fairfax, Virqinia 22030 
By: 
BANKERS' CREDIT SER~CE OF 
VERMONT, INC. 
By Counsel 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of.the foreqoinq was 
mailed, postaqe prepaid, this ~ day of November, 1982, to 




THIS MATTER came on to be heard for trial, upon the 
Motion for Judgment filed by the Plaintiff, the Answer of ~ 
. , . 
the Defendant, the testimony of witnesses and·was argued by. 
counsel; and 
IT APPEARING to the court that _!:h~ "Promissory Note_" 
of July 13th, 1979 was a conditional p~omis_e to pay which 
limited the personal lia~ility of the defendant, and 
IT FURTHER APPEARING to the· court that it was the 
clear intention of the parties to limit the liability .of .the 
defendant ~d the plaintiff would look 'to the land only .for 
payment, 
IT IS ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED that judgment be 
entered herein in favor of.the·Defendant, and 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED that the 




t~LERK •;i- !.:i}:.F~T 
i rr y n / \ r. f ~: . ~ s fi f..! ! · · 
. NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, plaintiff in the above- . 
styled case, by counsel, pursuant to Rule 5:6 of the Rules of the 
Supreme Court of Virginia, hereby gives notice of appeal to the 
Supreme Court of Virginia of the Final Order entered in this 
case on November 10, 1982. The plaintiff is forwarding ~s day a 
transcr·ip~ of·· the hearing on. the Motion for Reconsideration to 
the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the Gity of Alexandria and 
a Statement of Facts and Exhibits will be prepared and filed. 
BANKERS C~DIT SERVICE OF VERMONT 
By Counsel 
BOOTHE, PRICHARD & DUDLEY 
4103 Chain Bridge Road 
Fairfa , Virginia 22030 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing was mailed, 
postage prepaid, to E. Robert Giammittorio, Esq., 715 Princess 
Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22313, thi 29th day of 1982. 
s 
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NOTICE OF FILING OF TRANSCRIPT 
Bankers Credit· Service of Ver.mont, plaintiff in the above-
styled case,.?y counsel, pursuant to Rule 5:9(b) of the Rules of 
the Supreme. Court of Vi~inia, hereby gives notice of the filing 
of the transcript. of the hearing. on the plaintiff's Motion for. 
Reconsideration on November.lO, .1982. This notice and transcript 
have been identifie~ to the Clerk and delivered to him~ 
BANKEBS ~REDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT 
By Counsel 
BOOTHE, PRICHARD & DUDLEY 
4103 Chain Bridge Road 
Fair£ , Virginia 22030 
\_f~L 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Fl LED 
'/7---/-31-
Cietk of Court 
B City~Va.. 
y D£PUT'I CLERK 
I.pereby certify. that a true copy.of the foregoing was mailed, 
postage prepai~, to E. Robert Giammittorio, Esq., 715 Princess 





LAW 0 F"FICES 
BooTHE, PRICHARD & DuDLEY 
E. *L.I.I!:R DUDLit'r 
EDGAR ALL&N PRICHARD 
WILUAM W. KOONTZ 
P'AIRfi'AX SHEILD McCANDLISH 
CARRINGTON WIWAMS 
.IOHN s. STUMP 
HAYNIE S. TROTTER 
4103 CHAIN BRIDGE ROAD 
P. 0. BOX 338 
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030 
'~=N~I~L~%e~=• .IR. 
RICHARD A. 0. HOISSON 
PMILIP TIERNit'r 
~T~:~o::;s~!~~LIN 
ARTHUR P. SCIBEW 
~=~O:Ep::e:N, JR. 
COURTLAND Lo TRAVER 
TERRENCE HEY 
THOMAS L. APPLER 
~~!H~~l_ ~= =~:~.t:· 
~~: "~~u~!fiCni~ 
C. L.DIMOS 
ll. STEWART EVANS JR. 
EDWARD ... RODRIGUEZ~~ 
MINERVA WILSON ANDR~ 
C. TORRENCE ARMSTRONG 
.lAMES Mo LEWIS 
GMDY Co I"RANK1 .lA• 
Clerk of the Circuit Court 
City of Alexandria 
520 King Street, Room 307 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314 
TELEPHONE (703) 273·4800 
TELECOPIER ·(703) 273•7740 
ALEXANDRIA Of'.-ICE 
711 PRINCESS STREI!T 
P.o. Box 1101 
ALEXANDRIA# VIRGINIA 22313 
December 23, 1982 
Re: Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
v. James A. Dorsch., Law No. 6815 
Dear Sir: 
OP' COUN•a. 
ARMISTEAD L· BOOTHE 
GARDNER L. BOOTHE (1872•1864) 
MICH4EL r. MARINO 
STEPHEN MoCOLANGELO 
EUZAeETH LAND LEWIS 
MICHAEL J• GARTLAN 
58~':.~ ~':.1:PIE~EARY 
ROI:l!RT w. WOOLDRIDGE, .JR. 
MICHAEL .1• GIGUERE 
WALLER T. DUDLEY 
THOMAS c. DABNEY 
STEPHEN W. ROBINSON 
DARRAGH .lo DAVIS 
MARY GAYLE R. ASHLEY 
.lAMES 15· MOLONEY 
.JOCELYN WEST BRITTIN 
.JOHN GREGORY WASS 
J~:=~R~P'ARAELL1 U 
.lANE MARUM ROUSH 
ANNE HURST HAADOCK 
~':cfP ,.;·~~lo~JR. 
Enclosed please find a Written Statement of Facts to be filed 
in the above-captioned case. 
I am also mailing a copy of this Statement to counsel for 
the defendant, Mr. Giammittorio, for 'his comments .• 
Thank you for your assistance. 
SWR:eco 
Enclosure 
cc: E. Robert Giammittorio, Esq. 
(w/encl) 
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=·. ,_ ... · 
NOTICE 
In accordance with Rule 5:9 of the Rules of the Supreme 
Court of Virginia, counsel for the plaintiff has forwarded a 
Written Statement of Facts to the Circuit Court of the City of 
Alexandria in the above-captioned case. -This .statement will be 
presented to the Honorable Donald H. Kent, no ea~lier than ten 
·days nor later than fifteen days after·such Written Statement is 
filed with the Clerk. 
BOOTHE, PRICHARD & DUDLEY· 
4103 Chain Bridge Road 
Fairfa , Virginia 22030 
. BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE OF 
VERMONT 
By Counsel 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Notice was 
mailed, postage prepaid, to E. Robert Giammittorio, Esq., 715 
Princess Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314, this ~~Gl day of 
December, 1982. 
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The following Written Statement of Facts is submitted 
in accordance with Rule 5:9 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of 
Virginia. 
·The parties, by counsel, appeared before the Court on 
September 13, 1982. The trial judge was the Honorable Donald H. 
Kent, and the matter was tried without a jury. 
Counsel for the plaintiff made an opening statement in 
which he outlined the plaintiff's case, explaining that this was 
a collection case concerning amounts that had become due on a 
. . . 
note executed by the defendant on July 13, 1979. The defendant 
had executed this note a~ter adding the following language: 
•wxTHOUT RECOURSE• per UCC 3-413(2). 
Counsel for the plaintiff contended that because this 
·document was a •draft• rather than a •note• under the Uniform 
Commercial Code, that this alteration was of no effect and that 
the parties had not agreed that the defendant could limit his · 
personal liability. - Counsel for the plaintiff further alleged 
·tha~ the defendant had received consideration for the note, that 
he .had not been forced to sign it under duress, and that he had, 
without justification, ceased making payments on the note. 
Counsel for the plaintiff also requested the Court to 
permit the amendment of the Motion for Judgment to add to the 
amount sued for the amounts that had accrued since the origina_l 
judq.ment against the defend~t was obtained.in General District 
Court. This amount was $2,000.79, and .the Motion for Judq.ment 
was amended, over the objection of counsel for the defendant, to 
seek $3,475.13. 
Counsel for the defendant contended that the language 
added by the defendant was a valid attempt to limit his liability 
and that the defendant had not received any consideration for the 
31 
note. Counsel for the defendant further contended the defendant 
had been forced to sign the note under duress and denied that the 
defendant owed any of the amounts for which he was sued. 
The first witness who testified was Mr. John Ryan. Mr. 
Ryan testified that he was the president of Bankers Credit 
Service of Ver.mont and that he had been familiar with Mr. 
Dorsch·• s account for many years. 
Mr~ Ryan identified the July 13, 1979 Note (Plaintiff•s 
Exhibit 1) and it was admitted into evidence without objectio~. 
Mr. Ryan testified that the note was executed by Mr. Dorsch after 
substantial negotiations that took several months. Mr. Ryan 
testified that in 1972, Mr. Dorsch and his wife had signed a note 
for approximately $7,000.00. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 2)._This note 
represented an unsecured loan from Bankers Credit of Vermont 
which Mr. Dorsch used to purchase vacation property in the 
Haystack Development. This land did not secure the note, and 
Bankers Credit did not require. that the money loaned to Mr. 
Dorsch be used for this purpose. He testified that the 1979 Note 
was a reaffirmation of the amount still owing by the defendant on 
the 1972 Note. 
Mr. Ryan further testified that the Haystack 
Development subsequently suffered financial difficulties and 
declared bankruptcy. After making several payments on the note, 
Mr. Dorsch stopped. Bankers Credit became heavily involved in 
the bankruptcy proceedings because it had loaned money to a large 
number of individuals who were affected by the bankruptcy. 
Bankers credit eventually purchased a substantial number of the 
lots in Haystack Corporation ~o it could provide good title to 
individuals who had purchased those lots. Bankers Credit spent 
approximately $250,000.00 of its money in securing this land and 
was able to provide quitclaim deeds to the owners of this land, 
32 
including Mr. Dorsch. 
The bankruptcy proceedings took several years. After 
they were completed, Bankers Credit began contacting various 
borrowers concerning the amounts they still owed. Mr. Dorsch was 
contacted in early 1979 by Bankers Credit concerning his 
obligation. Mr. Ryan testified that he spoke with Mr. Dorsch and 
advised him of his obligation that existed from the 1972 Note. 
Mr. Dorsch was given the option of resuming payments on his 
current Note or executing a new one to repay his balance. As 
evidenced by a letter from Mr. Ryan to Mr. Dorsch dated April 16, 
1979 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 3) Ryan offered to trade some of 
Bankers Credit's other real estate for the property that Mr. 
Dorsch owned in Vermont after the note had been satisfied. 
Mr. Ryan testified that the defendant was willing to 
execute a new note and on June 11, 1979, a new note was forwarded 
to the defendant. (See Plaintiff's Exhibit 4) At this time 
Bankers Credit offered the defendant the interest he had 
previously purchased, an undivided interest in Rushing Creek, 
Unit 13 or a complete.lot, Davis Mowing Lot No. 45. Bankers 
Credit gave Mr. Dorsch the option of determining which of those 
lots he wished after he completed the Note and returned it to 
Bankers Credit. 
Defendant indicated in a June 7, 1979 letter to Bankers 
Credit (Plaintiff's Exhibit 7) that he would sign a non-recourse 
note and receive title to Unit 13 of Rushing Creek. Mr. Ryan 
testified the defendant later decided to accept Davis Mowing Lot 
No. 45 (Plaintiff's Exhibit .8) and that Bankers Credit forwarded 
a quitclaim deed for that· lot to the defendant (Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 5). 
Mr. Ryan testified that the defendant never exhibited 
any reluctance to sign the 1979 Note nor did he complain that he 
33 
had not received full value for the loan he had received from 
Bankers Credit. Mr. Ryan further testified that the defendant 
was at all times cooperative and that the transaction was 
completed with a minimum of difficulty. 
Mr. Ryan testified that after making four paY.ments·in 
1979 the defendant ceased mak~g payments and has made no 
payments since. Mr. Ryan further testified that the amount 
currently due on the Note was $3,475.13. Mr. Ryan testified that 
Bankers Credit had made numerous attempts to obtain this money 
from the defendant, but that all such attempts had been 
unsuccessful. 
On cross-examination Mr. Ryan testified that he advised 
Mr. Dorsch in early 1979 that if the defendant did not execute a 
new note or make some arrangements to begin repayinq his 
obligation that Bankers Credit would sue him. Mr. Ryan also 
stated that the land in both Davis Mowing and Haystack had value, 
and there was building currently underway in both sections. Mr. 
Ryan testified that the defendant originally had an undivided 
interest in a condominium, but. that his current lot, Davis Mowing 
Lot No. 45 was an individual lot which the defendant owned in fee 
simple• 
Mr. Ryan further testified that he was unable to sell 
the 1979 note received from the defendant because of the "without 
recourse" language on the front of the note. Be testified that 
as far as he was concerned the "without recourse" language on the 
front of the note was without meaning because the obligation of 
Mr. Dorsch was in a note rather a draft. Mr. Ryan further 
testified he had never seen "without recourse" appear on a note 
before, although he was quite familiar with commercial paper. 
Mr. Ryan further testified under cross-examination that 
the L&M Realty Company that purchased the land through the 
bankruptcy proceedings was controlled by Bankers Credit of 
Vermont. Mr. Ryan testified that the reason that Bankers Credit 
had purchased the land was to provide good title for the people 
who had borrowed money from Bankers Credit. 
On redirect examination Mr~ Ryan stated that at the 
time he threatened to sue Mr. Dorsch, Mr. Dorsch was substan-
tially behind in his payments on the_1972 note. Be further 
testified that Mr. Dorsch had moved since originally executing 
the note and that Bankers Credit had some difficulty locating Mr. 
Dorsch·. Mr. Ryan also stated that the note was not secured by 
any land, and there never was any intent that the note should be 
a mortgage~ He finally.stated that Mr. Dorsch had never told him 
. 
that he had signed the note in this manner so that he would have 
no personal liability and that he never had any discussion with 
Mr. Dorsch concerning the meaning of the "non-recourse• language. 
on the note. 
During the testimony if Mr. Ryan (Plaintiff's Exhibit 
6), a tax receipt indicating the defendant had paid taxes on.the 
land in question, and a letter from the defendant to Bankers 
Credit dated July 23, 1979 were also introduced (Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 9). 
The only other witness who testified for the plaintiff 
was .Mr. John Boardway. Mr. Boardway testified that he had 
originally been involved in the loan to Mr. Dorsch in 1972 and 
that Mr. Dorsch had fallen behind in his payments. 
The defendant· testified that at the time he siqned the 
1979 note he had no intent of making all the payments. The 
defendant further testified that he felt justified in npt making 
the payments because the l~nd or interest that he had received 
for his loan was worthles~ in his opinion. The defendant 
testified that when he was advised that the development had gone 
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into bankruptcy that he did not think it was likely that he would 
receive much benefit from his land so he unilaterally stopped 
payment. He further testified that from the time he stopped 
payment until 1979 no one from Bankers Credit Service of Ver.mont 
or the development contacted him about resuming payments or his 
d~t. . 
The defendant testified that the first infor.mation-he 
received concerning the existing obligation on the 1971 Note was 
a letter from Bankers Credit Service of Vermont dated February 8, 
1979 (Defense Exhibit A). Mr. Dorsch stated that he also 
received a letter from Bankers Credit dated May 25, 1979 (Defense 
Exhibit B) that explained his options to him. Be stated that he 
crossed out the language on the Note concerning the acceleration 
clause and the attorneys fees and added the language concerning 
•without recourse" because he did not want any personal liability 
on the note. Mr. Dorsch also stated that he felt that if the 
plaintiff wanted to receive value for the loan that the plaintiff 
could obtain title to the land that Mr. Dorsch had purchased. 
Mr. Dorsch testified that he was not pleased with his 
investment because he did not think that anything could be built 
on that property. He testified further that after he moved to 
Washington that the land in vermont was too remote for him to 
use. 
On cross-examination Mr. Dorsch reaffirmed that he 
never had any intent to pay his obligation to Bankers Credit. He 
further testified that he did not tell anyone at Bankers Credit 
of this intent nor did he ever confir.m with anyone at Bankers 
Credit that they agreed tha~ he had no personal liability on this 
note. He further testified that he did not advise Bankers Credit 
36 
of his address after he moved and that he did not participate in 
the bankruptcy proceedings, despite receiving notice of them. 
He further stated that he did not feel that Bankers 
Credit's offer to exchange the land in Vermont for land closer to 
his home was not a realistic one, because he would be required to 
·complete his payments to Bankers Credit before the exchange would 
be made. 
On redirect examination Mr. Dorsch testified that he 
applied for a loan with Bankers Credit because they had a trailer 
at the site of the property and that as far as he was concerned 
Bankers Credit was a part of the sam~ company that was developing· 
the property. He further testified that he had been told by 
Bankers Credit that he only needed to sign the note to protect 
Bankers Credit's files when the New York State bank auditors 
examined them. 
On rebuttal Mr. Ryan testified very briefly. He 
testified that Bankers Credit was not subject to audit by the New 
York State bank examiners, and therefore no one at Bankers Credit 
could have ever told the defendant that that was the reason why . . 
the note was signed." He further testified that there was no way 
for Bankers Credit to obtain title to the land without the 
cooperation of the defendant and furthermore, that Bankers Credit 
was not in the development business. Finally, he indicated that 
the defendant had never made any statements to him about limiting_ 
his personal liabilit~ by signing this note. 
Both counsel pres~nted closing argument. 
Donald H. Kent 
37 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
Bankers Credit assiqns the followinq ru~inqs of the 
trial court as error: 
(1) the trial court's findinq that the lanquaqe 
•wiTHOUT RECOURSE.n per UCC 3-413(2) added to the Note of July 13, 
. 
1979, was a valid limitation of personal liability. 
(2) the trial court's finding that it was the •clear 
intention of the parties to limit the liability of the defendant" 
and that the plaintiff could only ~ook to the land for 
satisfaction of any unpaid balance on the Note. 
38 
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE CITY OF ALEXANDRIA 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -x 
• 
• 












. Case No. 6815 -vs- ... : r ' ... ••• 
• 
• 
• ~ JAMES' A. DORSCH, . 
• 
• 
• • .. Defendant. 
•· 
• 




··:: _ .. · Wednes~ay, November 10, 1982 
.• k • '.f 
• .. • -" i'- • 
:·. .. :: .·. -:<::~··:~::;, . . . . . . . . :\~ ·>::.::_ .. 
The above-entitled cau~~ came'on for tria~~·before. 
' .. ' ... ·. . : .-· .. 
' . . --- ~ :-: .···:· .. ;: ~ ... -···. . 
THE HONORABLE .. DO~A~D H. KENT, . ~~dge, in and for the ~ircui t 
Court -~o~ ~he· City Of Alexand~i:~.~ · Viriinia, at 10:45 01 clock · 
a.m. 
APPEARANCES: 
On behalf-of the Plaintiff: 
· STEPHEN ROBINSON 1 ESQUIRE 
~ 
On behalf of the. Defendant: 
E. ROBERT GIAMMITTORIO, ESQUIRE 
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P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
- -.-- .... ~ - - - - - -
(The Court ~eporter, Mairim Bartholomew, was 
sworn by the Clerk of ·.the Court,.) 
,. ', 
. \. : : 
MR. •. ROBINSO~,: ·, Good mc:'rning, Your. Honor.· 
· .. ·.· 
. . 
THE COURT: Good morn~ng. 
·.•.·· ... · 
MR. ROBINSON:~- I'm ~ure you thought you had heard, 
• \ ··:; • • • .... \~.'· .; •• l 
the last 'of this' case' and we're back for one l~st cr~ck •. 
Mr. Giammittorio has filed an· or.der of notice that is entered; 
I have also filed a motion to re.~onsidei or, in the alterna~ 
. . . : .... ~. . 
... ' .... 
tive, for the Court t~ ~ake speci_fic findings of law and . 
.... . .-.. 
. .. .. -~ -.. 
fact in this case. ···\.:·: .· .. 
. ·· :.. 
- . .. .. , .-. 
· .. : , .. .. As you will. recall, Your Honor, _this basically ··_ 
~ . ~ :·~·.-· .. ~. _ .... _._.·.:··: ... _·. . . . . . ..... :,: . . . . . .. 
.. . .... . ·:. :" ·. . . , . 
dealt' wl tn a promissory· note and the ramifications of S()me . 
. .. . ··~ 
• • •• • • .r.o •• 
langu~ge whi~ll: was placed on it by Mr •. Giammittorio'.~ ~lie~t, 
• • • • • , ' •: I .~ 0 :,_ 0 : • 1 • ' , ' ~· • ' •• 0 .. 
Mr.- Dorsch •. The. promis~ory not~ ... which was approximately .... ~ 
. . . - . . . . . . . ; .. ;.. ·.:/:/>~ . . . . . . . . . .' . . . :· . 
$12,000 contained· the language~··"Without recourse per UCC-3· 
. .. . . 
413(2) ... ·.· 
The Plaintiff, aft.er the Defendant had defaulted 
on the note, sued on the note. The Defendant contended that 
he had no responsibili~Y, for the note because of the language 
that he had added which ~ have just related to the Court. 





. . -:.: 
;: ·~ ~.: -~· :~ ... 
:;.ty 
.: ·~~: . ~·~ ..... :··.-:. 
:· .. ~.. ·. ·: 
r: 23 to spend much time on ii, Your Honor •• that the language k ; ' 
·t:: . .:...;· ----H-------------------------------t---1··.:·. 
I • ' 
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\:~~:·· 1 Mr. Dorsch put on the note was ineffective because it aP,plied 
2 
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only to a draft. and one of the major contentions of the 
Plaintiff in the trial· was that the note was a note and not··· 
·a draft .and the significance of that, of course, is'clear· 
... -· ·.· ... 
\mde.r ·the ucc. 
... ., .. 
·.· 
•• 0 ~· ,' :·> ~: .. · 
I would like to _just read a bit of the language 
t~_the. Court be~~use_t~e· Court~s decisio~ ~ealli. doesn't 
~- . ' . 
provide any guidance, at·. least for the Plaintiff. 
-
THB COURT: That may be·basis for an appeal, then~ 
••. i . 
·.· MR. ROBINSON: ,'It is certainly that, Your H.on~r, 
I will· be the first to admit that;· but s~cond, Yo~r H()~or:, 
. ... . . ..~ · .. ~·~~·~-' : 
as to the ·ration~le .fcSr .. the Court·• s ·decision~. ·The opinion· . 
in io~r ie~t~~~ ~~te~S~~tember 16th stateS that the Co~r·~ .. 
~ ... ,.-:; ;.:.:~~: •• •• 0 • !. .. 0 ~·. 0 ~- • ••• • • : : ... • •• •• .., ' ... 
found it was a promis·s~tj note, it was a conditional promise'·. 
_;·i~'~·:< ~::: ~-. . : _:. . . ; . ... . : . . .. . . . .. :.'...... . . ·.. . ; : ·. . . ·. -~ ·: .· . 
wliich.·:.limited 'the personal liability of the· Defendant. · · ·. ·· 
' :. i >:~.. .:. . ... . . . .. .. .. '':;·.. . . -~·~·,,. . 
: ·· .As the· Court ·ij well _a~are. fro~.-l~·.havltig ~his:\point 
belabored a couple months ago, ·_a drawor only becomes involved 
when the instrument is a draft, not a note, and at the · 
risk_of reciting White and Sommers too many times because.it· 
. . 
. - . 
h~sn't gotten me too far· so far, White and Sommers says on 
~ . P~ge . 411, .talking about this specific section, ''The dTawor 
of a draft is normally a secondary party on the 'instrument,'' 
In this case, it's clear ·Mr~ Dorsch is not the secondl.ry 
· .. :.~ ··~·'· 
.:---·- .. 
· .. ,• 
:- ;- ... 
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· .. ' ....... : . 
. ~ . 5. 
payment _obligations of 'the· drawor, Section 3·413, ''~e ·two-~·­
most familiar payment ~bligations are those of. the drawor. ~ 
. . \ 
and the.maker. The'drawor is the technical term applied·to . ' 
the one who issued a draft or.chectc. His cont;ract of· 
liability is set out .. in 3·413 (2), This comes down to a .. 
. •. . .. -
direction to someone else to pay the instrument with the 
undertaking ~o mate good should_~he bank fail to make payment~. 
.. 
This is referred to as. secondary or backup ·liability._~~ ~-
... . . . ·., .. ··. 
. . ·, .-'~!~· .·.,. ,,· .... :.. .. . . . 0 • • • .0 - • • • • • • • • • 
__ ·:_:::::··:Your Honor;_: Mr. Dors·ch's liatiility was.not'·· . .-· 
. .. ~-./-> .· . . ·: . ·.·. . . . :..:,: .• ·.·:;":~ .. :~ .. : :·· -.<--.:~:\ .. • ... ' ... : .· . : ... :_.::::- . . . 
secon~iy- in the case, he was. t_he party that was obligated_ 
. -~·~ . .;_~~~=_':.~ ... ..: : . · ... ··\. . .. ·.···;:-/-:.;-~;-_--.; .· .~-- :: .... ·. · ... _,;... ·:~:·:<--~: ... :·::-, 
on the.~note. · He )fas the. primary ·party and the make~~ ~we:·.-_· 
. . . . . . ' . . ... . 
• ••• ·~ -~. • • 0 t • • 
• - ....... • • • • • ;,_ • • .. f · .• ••• - • • ... • • • • ' ·~ •• 0 • 0. • • • • .; .. _•• •• : • ~--•• :· .. : • ~.· _- • ~ .. -..... -·~ t ~ 
feel that'it is clear:that the language that Mr. Dorsch:· · 
-.. ..:: ~ "! -. ~ • : • . . :·~ • . :. - • . . . . . •. : ·· .. >· ~-. 
added to the note is of ~o effect bec!'~·e . that section 
specific~lly doesn•t·apply to a note. 
As Mr. Giammit~orio and I have advised the Court, 
this matter appears never to have· been decided in a report_ed 
. . .. 
case·~ There is a recent Virginia Supreme Court decision, 
. . 
Levin versus Virginia National Bank which was found at 
221-87 -- 1,087, which ~oesn't deal with this but does deal· 
~- • • • l 
i_, ·; .. :. i ~ ... -~· ' ' 
~~~~·::; 
~> .:::: ~.~ :·~· 
t:.·:~-·;_,._~\ 
,, ..... · .. · ..·· 
r·.:: .. ~·/:: 
t. ~-·: .. 
23 . F~::· · .. ··.; · 
- with the ucc and the 'Court in that decision took a very C .. ·--;..._--1"------------------------------r--t~·:_::::/~· 
k~~; :· ;: 
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stric·~ ·approach to the language of the sections of the Code . 
\ -\ 
in rea~hing a conclusion-based upon the negotiability of the 
. 0. · .. ,. \ . 
instrum~nt, and it's the;contention of the Plaintiff, Your 
'. . . 
Honor, th'!-t ·i·f. the. Supr~~e Court had the issue in front of 
\ 
_it;-_.it __ ~oui~ also take a:··ve·ry strict interpretation of those 
~- -~:= ·. ,·:::: ·. · ... ·.~·-._. .· . :~-:--.. ·.> ·.· ·:.· .:· . 
portions of the Code _a~d ~ould rule 'that the drawor and 
dr-~1:' 'i~gu&g/~ofttaiDed ·in the sectiOn ·cited by Mr, Dorsch · 
has ~0 relevance to a promissory note because .of the. inherent 
difference between a n·ote and a draft, which ·x have brou~ht: 
to the Court's.attention before~~ 
. : .· 
.. · '._.::_-:, . . , Secondly, ~our Honor, ).our opinion indicated that 
-. ·:.;. ... ; ~- . . ·.:~· ,, .. ~- . . . . . . . . . : . . . . .. 
1t was.the conclusion_,_of_,:.the Court that tt was; "The _cl~ar::· 
... · ., ::~;(>~:;. ·. . ':~:\--~ :-::~-~-· __ :·: :· .: ... ~-~'((~;~~-- -~·- : . ~ ---~--. . . . . : . : ... ~:.- .. · ·:---.··. 
inte~~ion of the partie~··. to limit the liability of the :·: ~--: 
-... :·. ·.: !~Y;i~~>- . . ·. ·_ . ·. ·. -~~'::~_. ::<~.. . · ·.:·." ~. · · . . -~-:-_ ._:~----~ : 
Def~~d:ant and. _that_ the .. ~~aintiff would look to the land~_oiily 
fo~ ,~,~yment~ ;,· ·: ~~t ;.s ,. ;~i- differ~~t than mY recolle.ct~~~: of . 
• ... . :.~ ...... . . ~· . • . . l : • ~ . ... : ·.; ~ - . 
• • • ;. .• • • .. -. • • _: • 0 • " ~ • ••• :·: :· .. • • 
the testlmol1Y~ .. ::'!our Honor. I believe that the offer·.and 
acceptance that established this contract and as well ·as· 
being -~ note or a draft or whatever the Court determines to 
..... ·• :0 
-.. : ~ :' ···: -~ 
19 call it in this matter, it certainly is also a contract, -~·.':/~;~-~ 
·• :0··- .:. 
· .; 20. There was an offer on May 25th from my eli en~ to --~- -=~> . 
~-· .. ~ 21. · Mr •. Dorsch giving him· seve~al options that he could exercise 
· 22 to resolve his outstan~ing obligation to my_client, one of 
,.*'~-~~ .... 23 which ~as to.sign a new note and begin making payments again. 
. . 
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In response to that ~- and I don't have the number of the 
exhibit before the Court~ Your Honor-- on June 7th Mr.=norsc~ 
wrote a letter back to·· my client saying _I will sign· a non-
recourse note for the amount Qf .. approximately $7300.· -.My .. 
; I ' .... i 
·... .. : _·.·· 
client wrote·bim back, forwarded-the note to ~im and ind~catei 
that they w~re-enclosiJig a,c9upqn boolc for his payments.~. 
. . . . 
Mr. Dorsch ~ote.:~bactc·. an~ :·~•14; t:"Enclosed, per ouri agreement, 




Mr. _Ryan of Ba~ker~ __ ,c;r~dit Service was asked," ·both 
. . ·-
on direct examination as I remember and on cross by 
:,. .... ··""' tr• -·.• 
..... · .. 
~r. G~amm! t~~r.i~ ~ · wha ~ . h~ . ~b-CJ~~~t the l&:~guage Mr. ,.,~C?rsch 
• 0 ·... : - • •• • • • • • - ~: • ·: • •• ~. .. : • • • • • 
added to thls contract mean:t, ..• ~d he said as f~r 'as· he ·-was 
• I •• ' •••• ~. •• • .. • • • • ... - A •• ·: =. -. ~ ""~- :-::.: .. ~ ' . ~ ·. .. . . .. .. . . : . . : 
. . . . . . -
~oncerned. ·l~. meant nothing .. ~~c;~1:1~e without recourse· only . 
.= , ·.· r: ·~ . , _'!:.'· ~.· . z·,:· ?.. ·.. . . 
applied, as :f~r as he was; conc~~ned, once a note Jlad· been. 
o• .. ~. • ! ~ ~- : 0 "Oc··. f/ '( * 
endorsed. 
. . . 
.. · ...... 
··~ .. : 
. . . .. . ~ 
..... ·. •· .·.: 
So, he- took wi ~ho~~- ~: ~ecourse not to mean any. 
~~ / . 
attempt or consent to limit. tlt~ liability of Mr. Dorsch • 
... . . : . . 
Assuming that, Your Honor, and. I: believe that's a correct 
ref~eetion of the evidence, there are seve·ral things that 
. . 
are ·certain about the contract:. number one is the amount. 
Mr. Dorsch_ and my client.;_agreed on the amount; secondly, 
they certainly agreed on ~he, ~e~ms. So, I think it is clear 
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_8 
and there was consideration,.but there is no indication on 
the part of my_ client, Your Honor, to have agreed to whatever 
the alteration was by Mr •. c Dorsch~ 
I think it's clear on that particular aspect of 
0 •• " .. 
. . 
. th~:- contract_, . there is_ . no . meeting of the minds. The Court's 
.· .. ··: .:~~--- ... •. . '·:: . . . . •. 
0 • • •• • ·..... • •• ~ , • •• ! .. 
conclusion that Mr. Dors.ch does ·not have any personal 
: <. ~ .... · . . . . . . . . ' . ••.. . . -~ ~ 
. ', :~ ·.·:·· \ ,, . : ··.": .. :·· ....... "· .· .. ~- :.· .. . 
liability on the ~ot·~-- puts my- client in an unusual practical 
. ,. . . . . 
. . 
. .. 
position. The Court's conclusion is that my client can 
. . 
look to the lan~;~or ·relief because of the defaulted payments, 
I thi~k, _as· a practic~l matter, Your Honor, there is no· way 
.-. 
' 0 : • 
for. _m~. cl.i~n~ t~ get·.~~ the land. The ·contract, which the 
C~~rt:iai'~~led o~: a~Pa~entlY is. no good b~c&use Mr. Dorsch ·. 
: :·~;(.~~;.~:<_..:~·:~;_:_-__ .· ~-. . .. _;· :.-. . . · .. _. .... ·. . .·.. . . . :_ . . .. 
has Jio obligation. _The, land does not _secure the note arid,·· 
.: ,';,••::·~-~;:,;:. -'.'-',··:.• ,·'.;.:,c•• •,··~'.;.;__·,·i,<·:' • '• :: • •:.• 
Yo~r---Ho~o;·_will recaii~:-'there was .. no dispute that this _was 
.... ~.·· .- .......... · .. • :·.·~ . ·.· .• ~ •· • : .. ._: t • • #' 
· ... ··.·;.~~;··. ~ ... _..... .. . ·; .. ~~·;'"'i ~ ..... ... ·. ., .. ~ . 
an· uns-ecured loan;· to Mr·.- Dorsch~·- ...... ~l .:. 
!.~·;\\r:::~-:_7 ;_~· · ··.=··=_.: :.,~c;. ?;:,:~i.:"f,~~--:~c-·: ·- . . _ . 
·. · -~ _' - .. Withou~. any ·se~urity interest in the property,.:,: 
with_out a valid eontr~ct :·or note, based on the Court's _ 
findings, the Court has, ~in effect, concluded that Mr, Dorsch 
. . 
signed a document, ~eceived $7,000 from my client and my 
client has no recourse against Mr. Dorsch personally. ~~ 
a~ ~pt~ctical matter,~~.cause there is no mortgage or·~·-r 
no deed of trust, my client has no_ recourse against the land 
.. 
-~... . . 
. ·~. : ..... 
l?~!~f·r 
. il!:" 
*""·· ............ . 
~··~/·.:r. .. J~: 
~~~r 
. : ... : 
··.:. : .... · .. 





23 and I don't think that's what the parties agreed to, Your Honc~r • 
. ~;~·--~--~------------------------------------------------------------~----,·· 
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·Mr. Dorsch testified that he made four or five 
payments. on the note and then he stopped because the land-~ .. 
wasn't convenient. ·. . 
• ,,. I 
THE COURT: Was there a Court Reporter here? 




Honor, there was not. . _ 1 : ·: . 
- . 
THE COURT: That's not· my_ recollection of the .. ·-· 
.-. 
testimony. I think Mr. Dorsch. testified that he thought 
that there was an existing deed of trust and that he was -
willing to execute whatever documents would be necessary to 
complete what he thought the bargain was • 
• 0 .. • •• ~ '•' •• '.. • •• • •••• • • • • :· 0 •• _-:.' • 
MR. ROBINSON:. I could be in erro-r,·:Your Honor, 
• 0 .··:-·; • 
~nd -f ·think Mr •. G·i~ittorio's recollection is dif~e~~~t- · ·· 
... ~ .... 
fTom both of ouTs, ~ ut ~ have ~ev~T seen a de!d Of:. irus i. 
in th~:: ·~ase and I. thiriic Mr·~ .Gfaiiunittorio .will. agree-. that 
t. .. . ' . .. . ' . "' . !' •• ; • ~ . • • . • • ••• • • : .• : •. 
. · .. · .. 




THE COURT: I understand that, but I thought ~ 
Mr •. Dorsch indicated that h~ thought that the property wa~ 
secured by a deed of trus t or that the note was secured. by 
a deed of trust arid he was willing to exec~te any documents 
. ~ 
that wou.ld be necessary· to give a security estimate to the 
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Plaintiff in this case; ·am I wrong about that, Mr.· Giammi ttorio? 






·' ,.4..~~.·_.; ..... -~ ... : ..... ~..::- • . l, :. - ••• • J. ;. .. 
10 I 
(.::_::.:, -.. --1-tt-:"Y::-o-u-r~H:-o-n_o_r-.--:-T~h-e_r_e_,_i_n_f_a_c_t_,_n_e_v_e_r_w_a_s_on-e-. -H-e--s-a-1-. d-h~. e~:..:...--+--r·· .· . 
thought there certainly ~ould be one. • t:·. 
. . . 
. . . MR.. ROBINSON:: ·~-I think that's a difference, . ;. 
.. . . , . ~- , 
_Your· Honor. ~· I .think, if 1· understand Mr. Giammittorio · -
• • ~ ..... ' • '. '~- •• 0 •• ' ••• -.. • • • • • • 0 • 
~Q·r~e.~tly;· h~·~- ~~~eeing·with me that there is no mortgage 
'!"4 - ... ·=..;:_ •. ~~ .• -·-~ 0 .···... --~--- -~ ••••• : • • • • - •• 
. . 
and_t~~re· is ·no deed of ~rust; _however, his client, in.the 
...:· ·_·;_ .. ~· ;/ .. ,··_·:-. . .. :.:· ,;~·,;·:·: .-.::~:-::-· ...... _.·. . . . . . . . . . . 
al t~.rn~~ive, is saying I~ would be happy to provide _those. · 
. :_-"'.:: . . ·: ~·.. : :. ~ . . . 
s- documents should the Plaintiff require it_ I think that's 
9 different, with all due respect,.· Your Honor, than what you . 
:·;.;: 
A • • ' 
--:. · ltr · might. have· thought the. facts were because it seems to ·me 
,•. : . . . . \. . . . .• 
. ~:" 
.. ~· - ·' ~- ·. :. 
:}·_ · .·. 11' tha~ your_ ruling 's.ay~;-~hat there is no personal liabili~Y:' 
:{i ~r.t: ~~; .. ~Utl~·J~·~:~,.~,~po~:;~t~~r~~~lYyou~tiJlder~ianding that .th~;~:;~~:S · 
'$>·'!1~ ..• ~·· ·,·.~~~l_··:~~~·~t~~s·~~i.f-:~~~1~ .. th~~e:;i~ +. alt~;~~:~~-~:·.~~:~~~:·::::_;· 
,.:,, .... _. 14·; for the Plaintlf~ to go through the d~ed of t~st.'~d ~:· .. ·. · ... 
. 't~:·· ·:~t~~· :::J::~~~:::n::'if5::~:~·:: :' ·. ·:::::::::o: :::::~:o::~nts. ·.· 
·;·;~· 17· do not c~rrently: exist and, of course~ in the current-· < .. ·. 
; ··~·-· -:- . 18-.· 
·· ....... ..: 
.•', . 
- ·:-:.: .. :- 19 
..... . . -.. 
:;,~''?t 21 




• _ _..._... .• ':.! __ ...; . 
·. . . 
posture of the case, Mr. Dorsch has no obligation to execute 
anything because ~h~ Court has concluded that he has no 
··.:.· 
~-obligation on' ttie note.·. 
-~ . 
·.,..r;. I think, Your Honor, without belaboring the point 
more than I aiready. lia~:e, the Court's ruling again, with all 
due r~spe~t, Your Honor, does· not accurately reflect the 
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language of the UCC; s~condly, as a practical matter, 
does not reflect what ~he parties agreed to do, 
11 
.. I don't . believ' there·. was .a_ve.r, _any testimony from 
.. . 
Mr. Ryan that he intende.~ ·to only have relief. by going against 
... 
. the property· of. Mr ~ ·· Dor~ch when he signed this document. · 
-· ..... 
. . ~.; . 
I. think~ Your :Honor, .. i'f the Court does not change 
I ' 0 '_ • :~ '; ' ' •,' .r. :• o : ' 
·its ruling,· I ·.~asically, ·&:m· saying my ·c.lien·t. ·paid $7 ,soo,· 
. . . . 
roughly, ·to Mr. Dorsch. Mr. Dorsch. never incurre.d any 
. . 
obligation and I ~on't think_t~at's wha~ the parties agreed· 
to and I don't think that's wha~ .. the testimony ~evealed· at 
. ·.·. . . . . . . '~:-.·.: ::::: .. . 
the .. t~ial in ~ept:e':Dber ~ ;. , .. 
• •• • • II o • : o 
.. ~ .. ~ ~ ~ . . . . 
·: .. <·: ·.: ·_.· .... : .. :··.So,.· what· I. would li~e_, .. Your .~on!lr, if Your Honor 
·_"::: ~: ::·) .. \:. ~:: ·;::. ·: '::,:.·. ·, .. ':{''-~;: ~· ;.;~:.:\:· ·~·· ::.'. ". ... ~~. ; .. : .. · ·. . .. . ; · ... 
··chooses not .~o -~econside~ _the. m.ot:ioil, r have filed a _list, 
.. : ...... :/·.:· ... · ... ,; ·.~~~:~=··\.:t-;f-:.'_. .. :·:·:·: ~>~·... :·f:~-.. ~~:::.··. •··.' .: ........ ·.· ... ·: .. 
eight spe.cific · are·as ~·that I would lilce the Court to ·make 
.··: ~ ~ ··: :·. <::·:·.;~:';·(: -~·</,~··. . . ::-.:. . :· ... .';~.~·:;>: .. ·.. · .. · ·. ~:· .. 
spect_fic findings on and _incorp~~ate in i~s .order. · .... As the 
•-. '" .. t.J- ~.--: ·. • •• : .... ; . • : -;;! • ··.·" :~ .... , • • • • • . • • I .. ~;.;•• '.. . · • • " - ' 
Court has previou-~ly· m~ntion~d~·· .~the letter. of. opinion in .. 
. . . . . . 
this case is about so words long and doesn't provide mu~h 
basis_for my client to really understand what the Court , 
has ·ruled and the basis of its ruling, as the Court mentionec, 
for.any potential~appeal. 
MR. GIAMMITTORIO: Your Honor, briefly, it is the 
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C ... 1 Court made the correct r~ling. \. ... -~ ·. '· 
- ;: ... 
2 The orde~ I ha~e proposed, which is in the file, 
~ ·~· .. • .. 
I t!ink, properly quotes·the Court a~d its rulings and that 
.. 
• # •• 
·· ~·- ·.:~~:;",. · 4· .. ~s .. ~e~e~·ring. to the·. inteJJ.tion of the parties 1 what th~y ~~{;;.;:.~=~·;.~--- . -· .... ~:_.· .. ·- . - .• '·· . . . . : . . 
~-{ ~~=j_{J: -~.:~ .5 '" were ·doing :tnvol ving the. -nonrecourse note, It i s clear 
~7b:'. -:7"~lt-. >·~..£-.:'. .: --.. .~"l..;·. . -.J:.:.~- . -~-·-: . . --: :.~ . -:~ - ·. -.·- :. . . . .. 
'·. :.··~~-~\::~;~~:~~~--' ~ from. tii~. eviden~e ~hat.'their' intentio~ was that it b~· a . 
. -~:.:r-~:;i~~---~-J-· ... : · ·t • .: · < ... ·. · · 
.. : } ii"onrecOurse an~ I .think the cOUrt. properly hit _on th~t iSsue 
• . "' • ·.. . .. '· .. :~ • : • 0.: . 
. ·· ....... 
· ..-:~: _ _- · '') a:·_ 'and···my proposed order would reflect .. ~ 
-~ THE COURT: Well, it was clear, so far as Mr, .. Dorsc1 
10 
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=~ -~:~;·:. ··r·· . 
-.. ·t· :-~~ - 20 recourse language"' the-conditions of repayment. 
-.. _ .... 21 . . 
_I think based on.that, Your Honor, the Court could 
22 have validly concluded ~hat Mr. Dorsch was obligated for 
23 this note under the conditions as the parties were able to 
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THE COURT: All right. Mr. Giammittorio? 
. . 
MR. GIAMMIT~ORIO: Your Honor, Mr. Robinso~ ~eems 
. . . . - ~-- . . . . . ' . . . . . 
to be worr~~d to th~· point that his client has. no remedy. · 
. .· . . . . . . . ~ . . . . 
~ ':;.:·j:;:, ~ -~ 
. ~gt~:: 
~=~f:~-:~> 
... No~~ ~-;-~ati think of .. a· ~~her of-_ remedies that his ciient ha~ 
. "··· ........ 
6 
··.·.-" .. ··:·· .. 
7 
.. - •."' I ; • 
. ···.· 
at thi~. point •.. I don't_. ~arti~ularly want to review all of . 
the~ ~o ·Mr. RobiU:~on··~~~!{ ;;ouid submit to· th~· Cour~ that:·'' 
. . .·.··. 
' , • o I ;I :,l. 
·,. 
s .. the Court is pi-o~&.~ly aw~re of the number of remedies he 
















has at this poi~t· in filing an appropriate lawsuit to have 
..... -
.. ;, ~ ... 
this. P,roperty. back. ·. 
_ ..... 
. " . . ··; . ~ .~ ... " ~... . . . . . .··~ .· 
:. ; : .. ' , THE CQtJRT: .I-~ not really sure a lawsuit.:is·_, 
·. ' .·, .::·.~· ~: ... ·: . .'· ;~ ~ ~·.:·:·~- . ·. :\: . : =~:..- .. \.:. . . . . ~ . . ~-. :·. :. ·.:=_::--·:._ .~~- . .:·. 
nece_ss~~. fr_om 7.wh.~t your ~.client said 1n. Co~rt that day_,_-... · · 
, . >. :.-.. ::~;~.f· ::". ,:~ ·. ~~--~ J ··:. .::.; .. -·~~~-~-~: ··~ _y ~:-~-~~;-~~·~~~-- . . . ;: ~. >; . . >_:/. . . . . ~- -~:.:. . :: . · .. -~~~-.~~;~-;~-~~: --... - ... 
~r \;j\~i t'~.o~:~:~~~/,: / '·< ._·:~:. D~ . . <;::<';;. . >: . . .. ; . : i:. : . . . ·::2;f:~'J> '' ·: 
__ ; ·.:··~;:·~~t,·.~._-· .. _. ~· '·GI~ITT~RIO: W~ll, ~he point is· that nobody_~. 
~;· .. : ·:~:; ·: ? ; -' ; . /.- . :::-_;. ·.> ·. -~· ·:-:, .: - · ... , .. ·.. . . .- .: . '. ' . ~ .· ·;).~~~- :. . . . -~.·::·. 
~as.·.ever disc~ssed· that _with ·us at this point, and I thi~k · ... 
~·f.\'~:-·;'' .... ·. ,···' . . . . . _. . :·-. . ·. -. ~ . .. . · ... ·, . ~.-· .;_ .. ·.· · .
.. that the ·order : t_hat- · I have proposed and the requirement of 
... 
the return of the bond money is entirely appropriate because 
it reflects the Court's .. opinion and I think the Court's · 
opinion w_as right. 
While I have the floor, Your Honor, I know there 
is going to be dispute, regardless of what the order contains, 
about the bond money and that is, Mr. llobinson thinks it 
.. ··::~i{fi~ 
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14 
client·•s money up further than it has been already. ue·· · 
lost his go-around, I think he's got to post the bond; l· .. 
. . 
shoul~ get mine bacJc, -~~ .. I woutd ask for that in a~y case.-~ 
.f . 
MR.·. ROBINSON: .··.Your Honor' if I could address 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . 
. ·~ ...._ . l'i .... r. : . -~~ ~: 
this~:-~ast isst:te~: .. I have :no objection to Mr, Dorsch· being 
···:· : ·. -:;.:._; ·,: . . .; .. -~··. ;.,> . 
removed from lii"~: . .-bond. ··Regardless of vhat the Court does 
. .' . ··:· :f·'/ ·::· '·. . .· :. t:::; ·. ':;. . .:~ :. ·= ... ~ ' ' .. ; . . 
in this case,.· I would thi'nk, as a pr~ttical matter, for-
. . ' . - . . :. . .· ' . ~- ~ /'. . ' . ..  ~:- -~' . ' .: ' . . . . ' . 
Mr. Dorsch to co~tinue to ·pay the bond, which he initially 
paid·~bout a year and a half ago, if this matter is to be 
appealed, to con~inue to.:pa.y that for ·three more years makes 
' 
'. ~ ~: ... :_ ·.:_:._.· . ·._.:: .{ . . ---~ :. :. ;.: .· : ; . 
·" ·:~ .. ·.. . ,. '. ·. : 
.• ·-~ ...... ·; .• .~f' ••••.. - " • ..,.. •• -~- ~.... • . 
no. s~~se. 
. . : ~ ·: ~.:).: . .'':..._ .. : ·. . :· :: ~:···:'.-=. ~,;· -~ ~ .. . · .. ~ r ~~ ·' . . • . 
, <--~;":·:._ .. ,. ·. ·In .. terms of the Plaintiff having- to pay any bond· 
. ; .:. f:· ~,_- .. ~- ''·. ' ..• _ .. ::}(·~=·~:;,'. . .1a .:· ·• • • :\.. •. • ' ·, ' 
I don.•.t think that's necessary _either, Your Honor. . My '"cllent 
. ">_J:\-:> ·. ' ;:."<.5>?··. ' ·_._·;_ ~./.. . . .··. ~.) ' ' . . .• . ' ... ~ ' 
i~ under no obligation,' no po~ential· financial obli~ation · 
. _.. = ·:_:~~:.::_:;.J . . ~. ,·.;~··\<· .. ; ->, ·: -~-r-: .. ·-. -~---- . . . . .. . . . .. · .·. ·_ : 
to Mr~· .. no·rsch .. ln _:this e·a~e and it ·certainly. wouldn •t .. be·.;t:.~ 
. -:' .~:._: !.:: _: .. . :-.: ::.' . ; : : =· / ; i;'" ....... . :. ·.' . ~ . 
appropriate for the.~~ai~tiff, the moving party in the ~ase, 
. ~ . : ~ ~.. (• 
. ~· : . ; .• . . . 
to put up a bond~ btit I~woul~ feel that it would be appropri-
ate for the Court to reconsider its ruling and if the Court 
reconsiders its dec;sion withput changing it, to certainly 
' 
provide an order· far mar~ detailed_ than t~e one that 
Mr. Giammittorio ·has suggested and~ as I have indicatedyto 
the Court, the motion that: I have filed indicates:~eight 
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. . \~~/'·:·:::.. . ·: 1 Court to address,· and I would respectfully request. that·. if 
2 the Court denies the motion to reconsider, it prepare its· 
. . . ;· ~· . 
3 own order and address the eight specific issues referred to 
: .. . 
in my motion. . ..... :_ . ;. 
-~. ·~ ·_ :·· .... 
5·· .. :_~·-· . · · . THE COURT: . Mr •. Ro~inson~ I think wha~ ·you ·have . 
.. '.: •. ~: ·:..·.~~.· • "C. •• •• • • • • • • • • ,' 
,. : ~:4:.' • I .' 0 ..... • '• ,: '• ': • • ·::·~equeste4 ·:the Cou:r~ ~to· do.· is come up .,;ith ·a statement. of~:~·/· 
~act~·. b~~~~s~ the~~:.~tas~'t\~':'C~ur~,,~i~orte~ i/~~·u~~. tha~f ·· 
.. - ··.. . . ' ., . . 







.. ·MR. ROBINSON: Your Honor, I' am planning_ on pre~ 
.. ...,. .. •,.-
.. ;-:.. 
10 paring a s~atement of facts,· and if the Court would become. 
,•'P,o •• ·, o ,. .;., • o 0 o • •' ' 0 .. 1. 
11 inv~lveci i~ ~hat:: b~~&use ·I ~ sure 'i~~t Mr, Gi~ittoiio · ...
;·; ~~7- . and I ,.:iff'~~~ :b~~,.~b~ie to: ~~~ee on \bt: What . I wou~/:a~·· 
:-"·: -<i· ,:. . -;· -~ : .::;~ ·! ~ ::··;.:.. . -~;:·~.-: ·:: . _.. . - .. -~.;. ·.:-~-·· :~·~: . . ·. ~+ . ~ : . . . . :: ~-.. .: : . ;:; . -·. -.. ·-~ ~-~;~~.~·.;:·<-
ta·:~ ·the Cour:~~~_to do·_:is. tc) proy~de· some guidelines· ·as; .. to ~he:~S:\:.~-
·. · _· ... ':i~:.&: r.. . .. _ ·. ~ .; . ~;.r:~. ~::·. ·. ..:.: .. <.:t·~)~·-~t-_.?:.: ........ ·/ .. . .. . . ~.; ,:.. ... . • ·~ _. : ~ \:·~::~~- .... /·. :~:~~.-.. :=·· 
!._.. ~ ·14 · .. -conclusions that .. :.i t ·reached based on those facts, ··. l .. think· 
;·· ·: 1~,::; i~'s. veT/~~s~Dt;~i in:'~h·i~·\·~~e, ~~~r.Honor, f~·~'-~~~~ COurt. 






... , . . . . 
·- . 
... 
it's a draft or a ·note; and secondly,· what was the legal·· 
. ~ , 
effect? I think ·those two issue~ are particularly important, 
Your Honor, if this matter· is going to be ·taken any higher, 
"'.' . 
~""' ! . . 
and as the Court "is .•. I*m sure,- very well. aware the chan~es 
of a writ being granted in this case are extremely slight, 
but that's still an option.that my client should be afforded, 
·. :~-- ~~-/:. 
. . ~ 
~.~~~)}~: 
·. . . . ~-(:t:t:~· .'f•.": ... ~""'·: .. ;· 
Your Honor, and I believe ·:witho.ut some specific legal .· "'=···~··.· ' --~+---------------------------------+---1.,::~:~-~~7~~'}.-:·:_:::·;.'.· 
23-
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C:. .. 1 findings by the Court, either incorporated in the letter of 
2 opinion or its order, that it would be impossible for a 
matter of this· nature to ever be resolved in the future~· 
· .... ·. 
4 THE COURT: Well, the Court finds that the order 
~-... ~f--.~:: : ·~. 
· ~. ·· 5 presented by' Mr.· ·Giammittorio correctly o~tlines the findings 
...... ,• 
. ~ :. . ' 
..•. . 4·· 
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·of .the Court. If you want the Court to review the statement·, 
~f ·facts, you·ind.Mr. Giammittorio-can present one to ihe 
. . . .. 
Court and I will rev~ew my notes at that ti·me and try 'to·· 
come up wit~-· stat~ment'of facts that--- of what happ~~ed 
at. the' trial o:f·"this case. 
i • • •• .. , 
MR~. ROBINSON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
.. .. ·. ~ 
/l!'r- ·,. . . • . ~i :·:· ·; ··: 1:2. ~. GIAMMITTORiq: Yo1:1r Honor, may I take· ~he 
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-~ 
·, 
bon~: money?.: ... ·' .: . 
.... - . ~ ... 
.THE COURT; Yes; sir • 
The order hasn't been entered, has it, 
Mr, Giammittorio? 
MR. GIAMMITTORIO: Your Honor, I have a copy, I 
thought I had sent it the first time but if I didn't, I have 
a Xerox copy. Those things often go astray, sir, 
(Whereupon, at 11: OS o'clock a.m., the hearing 
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CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER 
I, MAIRIM K. BARTHOLOMEW, the stenographic. 
or ••• • 
reporter who-was du~y sworn t~ well and truly report. the, 
foregoing proceedings, dQ h~reby certify and· -~hey are t~e 
and correct to the best-of~- knowledge and ability; ~d-· 
... ' •' I ~ • ~-. • o o ' ' ' o • • o ' '.' :, o f ... ' o • ' I ~ • 
that I have no interest _in said proceedings, :fi~anc~al or _ ·.
.otherwise, nor through relationship with any of the parties 
in interest or their counsel •. : 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,.: I }lave hereunto set my 
.· .. · .... 
.• 1982. 23rd day of November···· hand this .. '. 
•• •. t_. •• 
·~· . 
. . -.:. 
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Promissory Note a&as CREDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC •• 
•• rt!!!b.4.-P.SlF.!?Ilt. ••• P..~.g:.... .• (l:·····" ............ 1:::1..7. ····• 197.P. ••••.. 
City and State Dale 
For value received, the undersigned (jointly and severally if more than one) promise to ay to th order of BANKERS CREDIT 
SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC •. the sum of •• Xtl.e~v.e ••. tb.aUII.and •. s:Lx .• lum.dx:ed •• tbJ.r.tu::.Se.V.ell •• and. •• 2D./.J.a0 •••••• DolJars. 
• 120 · 1 thJ • tal f S 105 31 b • • Julu 15/..79 d • • • tal th da tn •••••••••••••••• equa mon. y Jns. ments o .•••.••••• : ••••••••• , eguamng •••••.•.•• .., ................... , an rema1rung ms menta on e same te 
each month thereafter until the fuD amount is paid. 
IF THIS NOTE IS DULY PAID THE ONLY CHARGES PAYABLE 
BY THE BORROWER UNDER THE TERMS HEREOF ARE: 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE ••••••••••••••••••••••• .1~. 0/o 
·. Proceeds 
Life-Disability 
s ..... :Z .. Jiz.,.o.o. ... ; ........... 
8 .................... ::.-:: ............ ... 
Amount Financed S ...... Z .. .l~Z,.Q.Q~ .... - •• -
FINANCE CHARGE 1 ..... .5.,..295.2.0 •••••• - .. -
TOTAL OF PAYMENTS S ••• .z.a ... 6.J1.r..Z.Q •••••• - •• -. 
REBATE FOR PRE-PAYMENT IN FULL. If the 1om contract ia pre-paid ill fuU by cash, a aew loan, rdaaacias or otherw'lle before the 
&ul instalment date, tlto borrower shall receive a rebate of prHODlputed iatoreal computed br tho •auto of 18' .. " 
CREDIT LIFE AND DISABILITY INSURANCE is not required to obtain thi• loao. No charge is made for crotJit innranco ud no credit · 
iasuron~e is provided unless tho borrower/parehaser aiga~ tho appropriate eta~eot below. 
(a) The cost for Credit Life lnauraace alone wiD be 1-·--·-·---· .. ··--·-· .. --....... lor tho tenn of abe credit. 
(b) ~e cost for Credit Lifo and Di~abilitr l~ee wiD Le 1----·-··-·--.. ·-··--.. ··-----·- for the term of the credit. 
I desire Credit Lifo aad Diaahility lamrauee. . 
______ '"!!"_ ........ ______ .... 
(Sipature) 




per UCC 3-413(Z) 
of tJda DOlO. 
PAY TO THE ORDER OF 
.................................................................... ~·~··· .. ·•····•······••· 
WITH RECOURSE 
WITHOUT RECOURSE 


















. ·.I . ' • ! P.·.·-
Promissory Note • ' BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE .Of VERMONT, INC. 
• ... • ~ J/V . .' . rv c j • ,. -, ., 
. .. /4./LL,a~dJ -~-~ ............. 4 •••••••• ~ •• : •• ~2, "19.!..:::. •. 
City and State Date 
• 
For vnlue received, the undersigned (jointly and s;_veraDy i£ mor~an qne) pp»mise to ppy to the order pf ~~KERS CREDIT 
SE1!?3tj OF VERMONT, INC. the sum of 'f.t.-tJ.L~t}.At.l.tl:.i..f~~J.u.tJ.i.Lr..&.~~3-fJ41if..2.'711iL-=::;DoDan, 
in .J-.. !.~...... equal m~nthly instalments ol s/..;:.~.!..Y.., beginning $.£f.'?{./.2 .. 1..b; and remaining ins~lments on the same date 
each munlh thereafter until the fuJI amount is paid. 
IF THIS NOTE IS DULY PAID THE ONLY CHARGE'S PAYABLE 
BY THE BORROWER UNDER THE TERMS HEREOF ARE: 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE •••••• /L.:.3.2f. ...... Ofo 
·~ Proceeds s ..... 7.d! ...... t •• OO ............ . 
Life-Disability 8 ........... .:= ............. -.....  
Amount Financed S •••••• 7.~:~-€.!.f!?l .......... ... 
FINANCE CHARGE S ..... h1.6.{~:t.?.k ............. . 
TOTAL OF PAYMENTS S •• L~ .. ~!L,.::z.~ ............ . 
. . 
In tftSC! of failure 'o pay my jnatalment u the same coma due, this note shaD at onee become due and payable. Eaeh maker or eadoner of 
this note weivea presentment for payment, protest and notlee of protest, and also waives the statute of &mitationa as to this debt and a~ 
to pay all rea11onablc costa ol collection, inCluding attorney's lee, In ease ol default in faymaut of any of the s111111 due hereunder. Each maker 
,r enclorflcr lurtlter promises to pay collection eh8r~ of five eenla (.05) per dollar o every inatahDaat 1111p8id after 10 da;p &om the due 
elate lhueuf. not exceeding, however, G~c dollars Ia the case ol· any oae iaatalment. 
REBATE FOR PRE-PAYMENT IN FULL. U the loan contract is pre-paid in full by cash. a new loan, reJi11811eiDJ or otherwise before the 
6nal iostalment date, the berrower shaD receive. a rebate of. pre-computed Interest computed by the •awe of 78's.• 
CREDIT LIFE AND DISABIUTY INSURANCE ia not required to obtain this loAD. No charse ia made for ercdit inauranee and no credit 
huurant"e is provided unless the borrower/purchaser signa the appropiale statement . below. 
(a) Tbe eol'l for Credit Life Insurance alone will he 1--··--···-····-=·-··-··-··-··--··-· .. for the term of the credit. 
(h) The coat for Credit Life and Disablntr lnauranee wili ho $ .. - .... ·-·-==-·- ..... ·-·-·- for the term oflhe erediL 
I desire Credit Life and DisahUity Iaurance. 
·······(oa-;;··-·-··· --·-....... ·-·-···-rsi·;;;;-·-·---·-··· 
I desire Credit Life Insurance om,.. 
58 
PAY TO THE ORDER OF 
. _ .. 8lf.P.lBE ... N.A~l.QBAit ... ~Af!K ........... ~ ................... . 
WITH RECOURSE 
-:?IT .. ;~:;;~:: ~ ... ~~•on B. Streeter 
Treasurer TITLE: ............................................................... . 
Pay to the orQer of 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
The Bank of New York 
as successor by merger 





April 16, 1979 
Hr. James A. Dorsch 
1750 K Street Nri . 
. Wash1ngton, D. c. 20006 · 
Re: Haystack - Rush1ng Creek v.n1t 013 
. ~ . 
Dear J1m: 
• 
Upon your reaffirm:l.ng gour present obl1gation 1n the amo&int of 
$7,341.43 to the Emplre Nat.1onal Bank of H.1ddletown, New 'ork, we 
are prepared to accept a new note £or t;ll1s balance, f:~ be paJ.d of~ 
on a schedule that fits w1 thin !IOuZ budget. Wa Cf11l then 1mmed.tate1y · 
g1ve you t1tle to gour und1v1ded :f,nterest w1th1r{ Rus~ng Creek V-Illage 
at t:J1e Hags tack development. · ... :,-:.;·.<-:· · · ·· · ·. ·· . · ·\~ ·. · .. ·: ~ · .::· · : · . . 
. ~ ·-~ ,. 
2'hJ.s letter conf1rms our w1lUngness· to accept your Ra51stack property 
as a trade for propert.JJ that we ONIJ, 1n e1ther North or South cazol1na, 
Nert1 Hampsh1re or 2'ennessee, ones !JOU have paJ.d of£ thJ.a ~l1gat1on t~ 
tile Bmp1re 11ational ·Bank 1n full.· fie w1Jl g1ve !IOU a lull 41lowance · 
for wiJat you pajd for th:l:s und.1 v1ded · 1nterest: against p.ro,perty. ·1ll th~ 
location that gou choolfle at its appraJ.sed market value. ·. · · .... · . 
S1ncerelg, 



















. . ... . 
·I 
t 
. .,~ ... . :: ~ -~ ~. -:: ; . 
.c ·.'·· 
:·~ · ·":- ... >- ._;··~:~·.:;~f,-~·--.'~: . .-~1&;-r:·.~.: ·:.~:· . .-:·'F~~~\}~~~~>:~: ~-~ ~~;~;··~:~~~i::~-·::;:-~.:~f.~=~~~~~·~-·-- 3~:··_·' 
.. .. - ...... 
FIRST, INSTALLMENT ouE oN. oR, BEFORE AuG-usT i 19a~.:: .. ~ .. -~:~~~~-~~:.~~s ... ·_.;.___,;_;.. __ 
SPECIAL NOTICE: TAXIS NOT PAID TO T~l TRiASURIR BY THI ~~~ DA~I·~;~~ ~~-PUT IN THE COLLECT ·s--fl~ittt·l»l~~;)J~~ 
WHICH WILL 81 THI ORIGINAL TAX PLUS 8% UTE PINALn AND INTEREST AT THI. RATE OF 1% PER MONT ~ 
PAY TO TOWN MANAGER. PENALTY AND INTEREST:-MUST. ACCOMPANY PAYMENT. MAKI CHICKS r. .,...,.t..Ao,,.,.~_, 
. : . __ .... , .... ~:!·:·.-~.:·,~~·.· .,t .. " ....... ...·· ...... ·.J •· . ,. 
. ' .. COPY or· TAX BILL·~~iiii·~:~~AS: ;~I~,'::~:~~u£~.':8/ll..a.u...-· ~~~s;::'~-----
. 
... 
.· .(.. ', . ~ ·· :'-', .: ~- :-~:.•, ··:: . :;·-~~ v~- .. ~r- ~t ,._.·INTERVALECEMITERY · 
·· : • . · · .. ··. · ..... ~··.. . . ~-'·'.GENERAL FUND'.·:·,.. 
! .• .- Dorsch,···James·~A •. .-·.· ::.---:.._·-.~-~·;·· :=.:;...,-:·., .• ·.·>· '-' .. '='.:.TowN ROADs:··~·-:;-:~:··.··' 
. 1750 K Street NW·: ... ·.· ::· :-·- _.!. \~/~ _ • SEwER DISTRict BoND-. 
· · w h • t nc 2 0 0 0 6., .. -: t . · : - . · -· -. -.. .!· ._._· : ·: • • • . scHooL DISTRICT. o~IRATION aS J.~g On' :, . ·',: · ·· ).-.:·:·-~ .. :: .. ScHOOL BOND:> .~ .~.' 
-:.,: .. !.·,,: .- . ._:(~">(-~ . .''. SUB·TOTAL>:---\:-. 
IF YOU WISH A RECEIPT BY MAIL. PLEASE FORWARD THIS BILL 
AND A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE. ;. 
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}um~ ..A. :J)or:sc~ 
ctuiJ."''&lf a.t f.a.w 
Ms. Susan Bausewein 
Real Estate Division 
June 7, 1979 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
Route 30 
~orthville, New York 12134 
Dear Ms. Bausewein: 
47so ~ Stwcl, m..w. 
lt>~. fD. e. 20006 
202 SSi-1336 
Thank you for your recent correspondence. You and John Ryan 
have be.en most gracious, generous with your time, and helpful in regard 
to the Haystack matter and I w~nt to express my appreciation. 
In confirmation of those conversations and correspondence, I am 
enclosing a check for ·$250 payable to the Town of Wilmington, and $54 
payable to Bankers Credit Ser~ice of Vermont, with the following under-
standing: 1) I will receive title and a deed to Unit 1#13 of Rushing Creek 
Village at the Haystack development, which deed will be in my name alone 
since, as I mentioned, tam divorced. 
I will sign a non-recourse note in the amount of approximately 
$7·, 341.43 to be repaid at the rate of 12o/o simple interest with no penalty 
for prepayment over a period of teu years, or approximately $100 a 
month, without the life insuran,:e option. 
Bankers Credit Service of Vern1oul is willing, at som~ future date, 
to accept n1y Haystacl<. property as .a trclde for property in either North or 





--~- ~>~-L ( .y:;;::;;.J D~rsch 
_, 
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\ ~., 
Jume:J A. :lJor:tcl. 
C:tttc.vu..e!J e&t ~vJ 
... ·. 
Ms. Susan Dausewein 
Real Estate Division 
J u1 y 13, 19 7 9 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
Route 30 
Northville, New York 12134 
Dear Susan: 
4 1so X ~tue!, 'Dl.W. 
'U~~lon, 9). e. 20006 
202 SS.f--fS36 
Enclosed per our agreement, is my signed non-recourse 
not.~ and first payment of $105. 31. 
I also want to confirm our telephone conversation accepting 
Davis Mowing Lot #45 in lieu· of Rushing Creek Unit il 13. 









}am~ A. :lJor:Jc~ 
~,at~ 
Ms. Susan Bausewein 
Real Estate Division 
,r 
July Z3, 1979 . 
Bankers C~edit Service of Vermont, Inc. 
Ryan Road 
Northville, New York lZ 134 
f750 x ~fnal, m.tO. 
am~ fD. ~ 2ooos 
202 SS-t-iSS6 
Re: Haystack - Davis Mowing Lot #45 
Dear Ms. Bausewein: 
Many thanks for the photocopy of the Massachusetts. decision. 
Enclosed is the check you requested. · 
You make it such a pleasure to do business with Bankers 
Credit Service of Verm~nt. U your "rea~" personality is anything 








. ' . 
BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT~ INC. 
R.OUTE 30 
NORTiiVILLE, NEW YORK 12134 
Pebz;uazv 8, 1979 
Hr. & Mrs. James A. Dorsch 
.. ~~ 1"15 o J( .s,.fA-c,c t- N~ 
W~h..t "n,y~o'7, J). i:!. _«ooo" 
Subject: Haystack - Rusbing Creek (~/122 und1vided.: 1nterest} 
Un1t 13 
Dear Mr. & Nrs. Dorsch: 
ALter prolonged iJ.tigatJ.on, legal autborJ.t!1 has £1nallg been acquired to 
transfer t1tle to the above-mentioned lot (or lots or undivided J.nterest} 
wldch gou purchased at the BaJJstaclc development J.n W1lmington, Ver=nt, with-
out £urther.delag. 
rou currentlg cwe a balance or $7,341.43 to Empire National Bank 
for gaur property (or J.nterest) • rou mag elect to e1. tber: 
- pag th:Ls balance 1n full plus $250.00 (per lot or undivided J.n.terest) 
represent1ng taxes due through December 1978, which bave not been paid. 
(Your check for the 1978 taxes should be made paiJable. to t.he n.n ·of 
P11lm1ngton.J · 
AddJ.tJ.onallg, you should remit $9.00 (per lot or uncUvided J.nterest} to. 
Bankers Credit Service of Vermont for the pro-rata share of the tues 
.. 
· paJ.d bg us for the period of January l through June 30, 1979. rberea£ter, 
JIOU will be b11led d1rectlg b!l the !'oWn of flilmJ.ngt:on for all future taxes. 
Also, please include J.n gour check made pa!Jable to Bankers Cred1t Service 
of Vermont an add1t1onal amunt of $45.00 (per lo~ or undivided interest:} 
for tbe costs associ{!ted with record!ng your deed, wh1ch include recor.d1ng 
fees and a VeZ'IIJQJlt transfer tu1 therefore, the total aJDC:)unt 9ou should 
remit to Bankers cred.:Lt Serv1ce of Vermont w1ll be $54.00 (per lot or 
und1v1ded J.nterest). · 
Upon rece1pt of these checks and con~jrmat1on of gour outsf:aDcf.tng balance 
havJ.ng been paid J.n full, our attorne!l ttJ.ll record gour deed, pag the · 
Vermont recording fees and transfer tazo on !lOur belJalf, and ~orttard tlle 
deed to JIOU. · 
-or-
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,e will subs~tute a new promissory note for the balance outstaad1ng 
an your current note and secure th1s net# note wJ.'tb a fi~st: · mortgage 
on gour propertg (or 1nterest} • 2'1le mrtgage would be held b!l the 
baDk that gou have previously done business with and your balance re- · 
written to aug reasonable schedule that: £1ts wit:h1n your budget • . 2'he 
JDOrtgage would carry a rate of 12% · s1111Ple 1nterest and there would be 
no J)el2al tg £or pre-payment. 
!'o accomplish tlUs and to protect !JOur inve•tment:, it would be necessary 
that we issue you a deed to the property (or interest) 'that: you are 
buying. !rhere£ore, the £ollt1111ng c:hecks (as prev1ouslg expla1ned) would 
be requ1red: 
$250.00 (per lot or und1vided interest:) -
llllde payable to t:lle 2'oWn or Wilmington 
$ 54.00 {per lot or ~divided ·interest} -
_made pagable to Bank~rs credJ.t Service of Vezmont· 
Please let us know bow you wish th1s matter to be hantfled. 
You must bear in m!nd that you are obligated to pag your · ex1st:ing indebtedness~ 
!'he above proposals are being g1 ven to you so that you can. conclude your purcbase 
o£ land· (or interest} 1n the Haystack development. · 
fie regret the delay in ~tt1ng tbis information to you concerning the s-tatus of 
your purchase, but it has cost tbis office rive years of ·litigation and. hundreds 
of tllousands of dollars in legal fees, necessitated bg the bankruptcy of the· 
Haystack Corporation, in order to pzovide you with these proposals. 
Vezy trulg gours, 
Susan Bausewein 
Real Estate ~vision 
sgb 
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BANKERS CREDIT SERVICE OF VERMONT, INC. 
NOR1liVILLE, NEW YORK 12134 
Hag 25, l979 
Hr. James A. Dorsch 
·l'150 K Street NW 
Nash1ngton, D.c. 20006 
Re: Raystac:k - Rushing Creek Unit ll3 
Dear Hr. Dorsch: . 
As I have 120t: beard from you since April l6th1 I am writing to you todag to 
bring to gour attention tllat we are working wi tb a deadline of Julg l 1 1919. 
!'he Bankruptcy Court gave us title to your und.:L vided interest :in trust for 
gou cm.Ig until Juiy lst; t:b.ere'rore, in order to protect: your :l.nvestment, we 
must have gour deed recorded bg that date in order for it f:o be considered 
va.Ud. 
.~ 
I would also like to take this. opJX)rtun.ftg to re-state the alternatives that 
aze available to you: · 
l. Upon confirmation of your w1llingness 'tO reaffirm your contract 1n 
considerat1on of your outstanding obligation totalling $7, 341. 431 we 
will forward you a Mortgage Deed and Vermont Propertg tzransfer Return 
£or your signature. u.Pon our receipt: of these signed documents and 
your cb.ecks ($250 payable to the !'own of Wilmington and $54 payable 
to Bankers Credit: Service of Vermont) 1 tbe documents pertain:!ng to 
your purc1Jase or Rushing Creek Un:l. t 1113 will immediately be sent to 
'tile Wilmington 2'orm Clerk for recording. As previously ment.:foned1 
t:h1s transact.:Lon must be completed prior to Jul!l. ~. 
We would arrange for tbe refinancing of your outs'tanding balance at a 
rate of 12% sJ.mple interest, with no penalty for pre-payment. Li£e 
insurance coverage would be available at your opd.on. Payaients could 
be extended ove,r any reasonable period to accommodate your budget. 
2. Upon full satJ.sfaction of your outstanding obli'gat:ionl ir you .interested 
in obtaining property at a more southerly locat:ion, we would be willing 
to accept your Haystack property as a trade for property 'that we own :in 
either North or South Carol1na, or 2'ennessee. We would give you a full 
allowance for what gou paid for your Haystack undivided interest against 
property in the location that you choose at its appraJ.sed market: value~ 
continued • 
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• •: .. 
, 
Hr. James A. Dorsch 
-2- Hag 25, l979 
--------------------------------~----------------------------------------~-
· 3. If you decide to refuse t:his offer to obtain title to your undivided 
interest in considerat1on of !lOur outstanding balance, we would, of ·. 
necessity, initiate a lawsuit aga1.nst you in t:be District: or Columbia 
based on the prc,m:J.ssorg note whicll !IOU signed. 
Since receiving title to the lots and und1vided interests frOm the Banla:uptey 
Court on Januarg 27, 1979, we llave issued over 250 deeds and have anotbe.r 100 
1n process. Nang of tile· 1ndiv.1duals to whom these deeds were issued rear£1rmed 
tbeir contracts and are cont:1nuing with tbeir purchases. ftlere is a great: deal 
of renewed interest: 1n tbe·Bayst:ack project. · 
. . 
In new of tlJe £acts that the indiv1dual vendees will now have deeds to f:he1r 
properties, tlierebg putt::lng 'themselves 1n a better position to determine 'the 
future of their holdJ.ngs, and that Associated Mortgage Investors, wllo report:edl:y 
has over $10,000,000 invested in tlU.s project, is currently negot:ia'ting with 
several repu-table developers, we have every expectation that. the Bayst;ac:k 
development will be COJII)leted. 
If you have any ~urther quest:1.o~ .in ~egards to this matter, pleas~ oon't3ct me. 
ifeep1ng t:h1s July lst deadli.ne 1n mind, please advise • ~f your 1Jitent1ons at · . 
your earliest: convenience. · · 
Sincerely, 
Susan Bausewein 




KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS 
. , 
That L & M REALTY CORPORATION, a Ver.mont business corpora-
tion of Rockingham, in the County of Windham and Stat~ of 
Vermont, Grantor, in the consideration of·one or more Dollars,· 
paid to its full satisfaction by James A. Dorsch 
'of Washington, D. c. ~. ... ~e--GG-l:lR-t~-ef 
Grantee, have REMISED, 
ULEASED, AND FOREVER QUITCLAIMED unto the ·said . 
James A. Dorsch, individual, · 
all·right and title which L & M Realty Corporation, its successors 
- . 
and assigns, have.in and to a c.erta~n piece of-land in Wilmington, 
in the County of Windham and State of Vermont, described as 
follows, viz: 
Meaning.and intending to convey ·a portion of the premises 
as were convey~d to L & M Realty Corporation, the Grantor herein 
by virtue of the deed of Richard M. Gale, Tru~tee in Bankruptcy 
for the Haystack Corp~ra~ion, said deed being dated January21 , 
1979 an~ being recorded in th·e Wilmington Land Records. The deed 
of. Richard M. Gale, Trustee to the Grantor, being pursuant to 
Court Order of the United States District Court Bankruptcy 
Division, said order.being dated the 28th day of December, 1978. 
and being record~d in the Wilmington Land Records. That property 
be.ing conveyed by this d~ed, being more· particularly described as 
follows: 
·. 
"Being Lot # 45 on a Plan entitled, "Land of Haystack 
Corporation, Wilmington, Ve~mont, Davis Mowing Village, 
.. 
Dated Harch 9; 1910 , Prepared by Leopold Burman, 
69 
Architect, and Engineered by Almer Huntley, Jr. and Associates, 
Inc., R~corded in the Wilmington Land Records on the 26th day 
Taken from Wil~ington Land record Volume_ao, page 120 
of March , '19:b · designated as Haysta"ck ·Map 11 24 
• 
This conveyance is on the condition that the Grantees will not 
occupy any building on the lot purchased until all conditions of 
the Vermont Deparcment of HeaLth have been met, and under no 
circumstances may a building be occupieq until a water system 
and sewerage system are installed and approved by the Ve~ont 
Department of Health. 
II 
Together with all common rights concerning said lot and al~ 
appurtenant rights thereto. 
Together with the right to use. in common with others all 
commun~ty facilities and properties as are made available to the 
Grantee, his, her, their, or its executors, administrators, 
successors and assigns, and to other owners of land lacated in 
the Haystack Development of.wh~ch the premises being conveyed 
hereunder are a part. Said rights shall be granted subject to 
such reasonable restrictions as may be ~posed from t~e to t~e. 
Together with the right to· pass and repass in common with others 
• by motor vehicle and otherwise, over all roads ·that have been 
copstructed or may in the future be constructed in the develop-
ment, subject to such reasonable restrictions as may be imposed 
from t~e to time. 
Said land is conveyed subject to real estate taxes assessed 
or to be asse$sed thereon by the Town ~f Wilmington for the 
year beqinninq J 1y 1~ 1979 · · · ~~,uto oe subject to all rights of way and easements, 
all zoning and other governmental laws and regulations, and all 
other provisions of record. 
70 
Said land is also conveyed subject to a Declaration of 
Protective Covenants and Restrictions, dated March 26, 1970 and 
recorded in Book 50, at Page 342 of the Wi~ington Land Records. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD all right and title and to said 
Quit~laim premises with the appurtenances thereof, to the said 
--
Jazres A. Dorsch, .1ncU.v1dua1, 
' 
.his, her or their heirs and assigns forever. 
And furt~er.more, L & M Realty Corporation, for itself, its 
successors and its assigns does covenant with the said 
James A. Dorsch, individual, 
his, her or their heirs and assigns, from and after the ensealing 
of these pre~ents, the said L & M Realty Corporation will have. in 
claim no right in or to t~e said Quitclaim pre~ises. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, L & M Realty Corporation, through its 
duly. authorize~ agent, has set its hand and seal this 23rd day o~ 
July ' 1979. 
IN·THE .PRESENCE OF: 




NEW l"ORK s S COUNTY 
At Northville 
,. 
L & M REALTY CORPORATION 
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. . . ............. . 
L & M Realty Corporation,·t~~ough its duly auth~~ized Agent, 
Robert fl. Ac:k1e!1 
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personally appeared and acknowledged the signature ori this 
instrument to be the free act and dee~he ~orporation. 1;.,: 
. . Before me .~~~. 
'~, ... I 
II 
. ·, 
. r ••. , - ,. ....... ··.··t 
tlc~j~ ~?:,'•;~ ~ .:~· ·. ~·· .. ·::~;or" { 
' .• • •. • .. ,~ • . 19 ~. c~-:;r .. l.·.:.-... .. (·-.·••\•-#,_:~ ·~. • • 
. . ::~;.:: :.: .. :; ~·. ··~ . 
..:.; .... . . . . 
. . . .. . . . .. ' ... ·- . 
.. • ... , .... ' .. 
.. -. . . . ~ ·.-
... -· ... ~ . . 
. .......... . . ..:-· k 
. c: :·:.-·- -.:.·-:-·· ..... · ... ~ 
... -· ···~·i. ~. 
. . ..· .. 
3 -
··---------~--- ------ --·-- -··- _..,__._.__. -----··- -- ··-- ... ····~. . .. - .. _ ....... _ ....... ____ .. _.__.._.. .... .-
Ji~~on, Verm:mt, ~ Cle~'s OJfice, ~ ,Jd 1979.~.D. · 
1t II o'clock. and -LtJ._ minutes .:!J_. M. then eel. v an mstrument for recoro 
>f W1UCh the foregoing l.S a true copy. · 
~ '?J· ·~~ -~· IZ f,. AI~ r -~. f~ # / 
; 
I ~ereby . pettify that the .for;golng.· i; .;· true copy of the 
record .. oa .. £fJe· in -n Town Clerk's~Off1ce, 
ATTESTED by the ~aised seal.· . h. T~~~l • go • 
C erk 
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